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This book is for people who want t o  build their own domes. I t s  
also for those who are interested in domes and want t o  learn more 
about them. We've tried t o  put together a clear explanation of what 
they are all about. w!th as gentle an introduction to the technical side 
as possible. W e  don't want t o  offer blueprints. but rather a collection 
of ideas from which you can choose to  plan your own dome. The dome 
YOU desiun vourself will be the best for vou. - .  

This book is written by the only real dome experts we have-the 
~ e o p l e  who have been out there buildins their own domes. Thev can I '  . . - 
tell you what works and what doesn't from their own ha rd~won  
experience. They have taken the time and trouble t o  detail those 
experiences for the rest of us and we owe them all our heart-felt 
thanks. 

One of our aims is to point out the problems as well as the 
advantages of domes-not that we wlsh to  discourage anyone We do 
want t o  foster a practical and realistic view of domes. There has been 
a lot of soft-headed enthusiasm about dames. They have been 
proclaimed as an instant solution to all hous~ng problems. This is 
mtsleading. t o  say the least 

If you want t o  build a dame because they are cheaper than other 
forms of construction. you may be disappointed. Domes are still 
experlmental. and when you need specla tools or hardware you wlll 
have to Improvise The mlnor hassles and bugs you encounter will 
orobablv eat up any cast advantase And remember that the bare shell 

I is only a fraction of the cost of a f inshed house 
If you want a dome because you've been dazzled by over- 

dramatic dome hype, you may tackle a project bigger than you can 
handle without seeing the practical difficuities. If you have plenty of 
enthusiasm but aren't sure of your ability. a small play dome or a 
meditatmn dome in the back yard wlil probably satisfy you, and it will 
provide valuable experience. 

If you want to bulld a full fledged dome hause, it should be 
because you want t o  live in that kind of space and are willtng t o  go to  a 
little extra trouble t o  have a house that is unique. 

We hope that this baokw~ l l  make you want t o  get involved with 
domes, even if you never build one. That's why we've included so 
many modes and model ideas. The beautv and svmmetrv of dome 

I forms cannot really be described in words or shown in a photograph. It 
has t o  be experienced directly. at first hand. 

You wili find a lot af references to  Domebook2 in this book. 
simply because it is the best collection of basic dome know-how 
available. It's been very convenient t o  be able to say "see Domebook 
2 .  p xx" instead of repeating things that we've had no direct 
experience with. Of course. Domebook 2 does not have the last ward 
on domes. nor wil l  any book as long as dames continue to  evolve. This 
bookshould not be considered as a repeat or a replacement of 
Domebook2. but as a supplement. building onprevlaus experience 
and ho~efu l lv  fillinu in some of the qaps. 

I " -  

. . 
We want t o  see more people building domes. We'll Itsten to  your 

ideas. look at your plans. We'd like to hear your comments and 
suggestions about this book. If you found something wrong or hard t o  
understand. let us know. This book is far from beinq as complete as 

I we'd like it to be. If you know of books, people. materials. products. or 
tools that we m~ssed. please tell us. We'd like the second edition of 
this book t o  be as big an improvement over the first as Domebook2 
was over Domebook 7 .  Consider this a beginning. 
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For the last few million years. most men have lived in round. 
dome-shaped structures. Even today, many still do. These structures. 
made of branches. mud, thatch. skins. leaves. stones. or snow use 
natural materials in an intuitively valid way ithere are no straight ~ n e s  
or right angles in nature]. These structures also show an appreciation 
of the fact that convexly curved surfaces are stranger than flat ones. 
that most materials are stronger in tension than in compression, that 
prestressing members by forming them in a curve adds strength. and 
that a hemisphere encloses more space w ~ t h  less material than any 
other shape. In short. "primitive" wigwams. yurts. igloos. etc. show a 
fine appreciation of some vew sophtsticated enqineerinq principles! . . . . . . 
Rather than sneer at our ancestors for living in huts. we should feel 
proud of their ability t o  create elegant solutions t o  complex problems . . 
wi th limited resources. 

If the simple and eleganr dame home has served so long and so 
well, how did i t  come to fall out of use? Why IS it that our present 
bulldings are so oveiwhelmingly rectangular, The answer probably lies 
~n an increasing sophistication of tools and materials. In order t o  build 
more ambitious structures like palaces, temples and fortifications, men 
found it necessary to modify the natural materials available. The 
building af a small hut could by done by cut-and~try, and what dldn't fit 
in one place would probably fir fine somewhere else. In order to 
construct larger structures according to  prearranged plans, however. 
materials of uniform dimensions were needed. It soon became ciear 
that simple geometrlc shapes were the easiest solution. The 
rectangular solid quickiy became standard. I t  was easv to make and 
check. and it would always fit properly with another such solid Thus 
we have the limestone blocks of the Egyptian pyramids, and the bricks 
o f the  Babylonian ziggurats. Can you thmk of another shape for a brick 
that still makes sense? 

Once the rectangular shape was settled an,  i t  immediately began 
to exert a strong influence on the structures built wi th it. It became 
natural t o  construct buildings with rectangular plans. Anyone who has 
ever played with a child's set of blocks will understand this. This was 
not without advantages. The rectangle has the usefui property that i t  
can be subdivided into smaller rectangles or extended to  make bigger 
ones. Far mast of recorded history. the rectangle was almost 
unchallenged. The dome was used only for mystical or ceremonial 
purposes. where a llttle extra effort was called for t o  please the gods or 
the spirits of the dead. 

However, there was a price t o  be paid. dullness. monotony. 
wasted corners. The rectangular form became so boring that it became 
necessary t o  'dress it up' with non-functional ornament The world 
was ready for a change. 

In 1951 Buckm~n!ster Fuller patented a method for constructing a 
spherical surface by subdivgding it tnto triangles. The geodesic dome 
arises naturally from the study of the regular solids. The sphere 
encloses the greatest amount of space with the least amount of 
mater!al. The triangle s the only inherently rigid structural 
configuration Used in cambinatlon. they make the geodes~c dome the 
strongest. lightest, most efflclent building system ever devlsed. 

Because i t  presents the least possible surface t o  the weather the 
dome conserves heat better than any other shape. The shape of the 
dome also encourages natural air circulation. making the dame easy to  
heat and cool. 

Its network of interlackina trlanqles makes a dome verv stronq. A . . - 
load applied at any point is spread over the adjacent members and 
shared among them. Because of this. flimsy looking materials, when 
assembled in the form of a dome. can support amazing loads. 

The dome provides large volumes of clear space unobstructed by 
beams or columns. The larger thedome, the more efftcient it becomes 
at enclosing space. Fuller has drawn plansfor dames that would 
enclose whole cities. The dome, acting as a weather shield. would 
greatly reduce heating and insulation casts. Walls would be necessary 
only for soundproofing and privacy. 

Because of its many identical parts. the geodesic dome is ideally 
suited t o  mass productton, Because of its basic simplicity. it can be 
quickly erected by unskilled workers Because of its lightness. a dome 
can be delivered bv air. 

For all these reasons, the dome is growing rapidly in  popularity. I t  
has oroven its adaptabilitv t o  all climates. Thousands have been built 
all aver the world. from the radomes of the DEW line in northern 
Canada, to the new dame enclosed research base in the Antarctic. The 
dame. an age-old shape. is making a strong comeback in a space age 
form. 

It's very interesting that many people become dome enthusiasts 
without knowing any of the facts above. I'd like to  explore some 
possible reasons for this. 

One reason may be that we are s~mply  bored by conventional 
cubic geometry. We no longer take joy in the exploration of our 
personal space because i t  has become so monotonous. It is worth 
noting that children take to  domes immediately, especially if they can 
climb on them1 

Another reason is the visual appeal of domes. The sphere is a 

simple. natural. and highly pleasing shape. Domes are highly 
symmetric The patterns formed by dome struts have a kaleidoscopic 
r~chness. One is continually seeing new designs in them. 

I also belleve that domes have a strong psychologtcal appeal. A 
dome encloses you like an eggshell or a pair of cupped hands-gently. 
tenderly. In a dame, there is an inward focus. You feel that you are at 
the center of things. There is simply no way that you can be shoved 
lnto a corner! 

Another interesting thing about domes is that they are so new 
that no historical associations have yet been attached to  them. No 
president has yet been born in a dome: no dome bears the sign 
"George Washington slept here." John Wayne never fought off an 
Indian attack from inside a dame And how would we feel about 
domes if the Bastille had been a dame? Or the Winter Palace? Dames 
thus appeal t o  many because they have no links wi th an old life style. 
They are part of a future yet t o  be wrltten. 
Who really inwenred the geodesic dome' This cenfuries~old lion in the 
Summer Palace. Peking. is holding a clearly recognimble geodesicsphere 
under its p a w  



Let's start off as though we had never heard of Buckm~nster Fuller 
or domes or even conventional building techniques. Let's start  with 
just some i m a g i n a ~  boards and nails. 

One board isn't good for much. 

Two boards can be fastened together wi th a nail. but an outside 
force can twist them to  any angle it pleases with no trouble at all. 

If we try t o  stabilize the angle hy adding a third board across the 
other two. we make an interesting discovery. Not only is the first angle 
stabilized. but so are the two  new angles formed. The boards have 



If we nail a fifth board across the square diagonally, however. we 
turn i t  into two  triangles. and i t  becomes rigid instantly. 

How about five boards? Six? 

More boards do not help. Not until w e  divide them up into 
triangles do they become rigid. 

The triangle is the only truly rigid shape. It is the basis fat all 
structures. 

The triangle also shows up where we da not expect it. Going back 
to  our flexible square. we can make i t  perfectly rigid by nailing a piece . . 
of plywood over it. But it's still the triangle that's doing all the work. 
We can prove this by cutting out some pieces. leaving triangles 
behind. The square is still rigid-in fact, it is even stronger than before. 
because we have taken away some dead weight. If. however, we cut 
away the p a n  of the plywood that provides triangle bracing. we find 
that the plywood does no good at all! If a structure is rigid it is being 
braced by triangles somehow. whether you can see them or not. 

. . 

Now. again let us imagine that we have never seen an ordinary 
building. How many shapes are there that w e  can use for our 
structures? We want t o  keep our work simple. so let us require that all 
our beams be the same length. that each wall be the same as every 
other wall. and that each corner joint be the same as every other 
corner. If we stick t o  these requirements. there are onlyfive different 
structures that we can build. 

These are the f ~ v e  regular solids. first discovered by the ancient 
Greeks. Because they were'described by Plato, they are also called the 
Platonic solids. Their Greek names tell us how many sides they have. 
Tetrahedron. four sides; hexahedron. six sides: octahedron. eight 
sides; dodecahedron. twelve sides; icosahedron. twenty sides. Only 



the cube has a familiar every-day name. but that is Greek. too. It 
comes from the Greek word for a gambling die! 

Of these five. we see that three are made of triangles. As we 
might expect. the tetrahedron. octahedron. and icosahedron are rigid. 
while the cube and the dodecahedron are not 

Finally. we can make the inner solid the same size as the outer 
one. Now each solid is neatly embedded in the other. 

Let's loak more closely at these shapes. To begin w ~ t h .  let's make 
a count of their sides, edges. and corners. 

Notice how the respective edges of each pair of solids bisect each 
other. at 90 degree angles. And notice how each corner of one solid 
corresponds with a side of another. This relationship is called duality. 

And what has the tetrahedron been doing all this t ime? Go back 
and loak at our side~carner-edge table and you will see that the tetra is 
its own dual. 

v a dual pair of tetrahedra 

Together. the palr of tetrahedra have 8 corners and 6 pairs of 
edges. Do these numbers look familiar? They should-go back to  the 
table and you wil l  see that they are the number of corners and sides of 
the cube. This means that by connecting the corners af the 
tetrahedron 11ke a follow-the-dots puzzle. we should get a cube: 

two  tetrahedra 
inslde a cube 



This brings up the question of what we will find if w e  try each other and projected onto spheres. 
connecting the corners of our other dual pairs. 

octahedron 
rhombic dodecahedron 

icosahedron~dodecahedran 
rhombic tricantahedran. 

Looking back at the table. w e  see that the first must have 14 corners 
and 12 sides. The other has 3 2  corners and 30 sldes. Their names are 
rhombic dodecahedron 112 diamond shaped sides) and rhomblc 
triacontahedron (30 diamond shaped sides). 

We now have three related families of polyhedra: 

cube tetra tetra 
cube r. dodeca octa 

dodeca triaconta icosa 

Let's bring our table up to  date: 
- 

rider corners edges 

tetra 4 4 6 
cube 6 8 12 
octa 8 6 12 
r dodeca 12 14 24 
dodeca 12 20 30 
icosa 20 12 30 
rtriaconta 30 32 60 

You may have notlced that as the sol~ds become more complex. 
from the tetra t o  the triacanta. they become less jagged and more 
spherical. Here are the three famllies of polyhedra superimposed on 

One thlng is apparent rlght away. The interlocked solids form 
networks of triangles. They also bear a close resemblance to  dome 

frameworks Actually. they are slmple dome frameworks. as we shall 
Soon see. 

Another thing that becomes evident on close study is that the 
edges of the linked solids now join t o  form a set of circles. each one af 
which cuts the sphere exactly in half. like the equator of the earth. 
These are called great circles because they are the largest possible 
circles that can be drawn upon a sphere. And just as a straight line is 
the shortest distance between t w o  points an a flat plane. the shortest 
distance between two  points on a sphere 1s always part of a great 
circle. Mathematicians have a speclal term for curves of this sort. They 
are called geodesics. The ward comes from the Greek roots for earth- 
d~viding, and was originaliy used to describe the surveying of large 
areas, where the curvature of the earth had to be taken into account. 
Thus the equator and the circles of longitude are geodesics in both 
meanings of the word. Now you know how the "geodesic"got into the 
phrase "geodesic dome." 

The fact that domes are derived from geodesics helps toexplain 
thew strength. Applied stresses are carried along the most direct 

5 



possible path A aome works like a set of interlocking arches. each 
supporting the others. 

Now to  the matter of haw dome frames are developed. This IS 

really a matter of developing a framework af triangles that will be a 
close approxlmarlon to a sphere. You will recall that the Icosahedron 
was the largest solid we could make with equilateral triangles. It is 
actually a primit~ve dome frame. It is not really very spherical. 
however. and if built in a large scale. the structural members would be 
very long and cumbersame The big triangles would sag and requlie 
internal braclng. To be most useful, the bracing would have to  form 
smaller triangies. And since it's going to  be there anyway, it might as 
well be used to give the structure a more spherical shape. The 
subdivision of large triangles into smaller ones is what dome geometry 
is all about. 

You have already seen one 
way of breaking down the large 
icosa triangle. This was the set 
of interwoven great circles we 
saw a short time ago. 

icosa - 
dodeca - 
r triaconla - - 

Each lcosa triangle is divided into six smaller identical triangles. 
There are 20 x 6 or 120 of them coverin 
the wholesphere. It turns out that this 
is the largest number of ldentlcal 
triangles into which sphere can 
be subdtvided. A dome bu! t  
uslng thts scheme wouid look 
like this: 

We can continue this scheme of breakdown by drawing addatlonal 
lines parallel t o  the original ones 

First the side of the original trmngle is divided n t a  2 parts. then 4 
parts. then 6 The number of parts into w h c h  the rcosa side is divided 
is known as thefreooencvand is a measure of a dame's com~lex i tv .  
Above we have sketched parts of 
2 . 4  and 6 frequency 
domes. The hlgher 
the breakdown. 
the more 

the members 

icosa are not 

are usually left out. 

because called the 11 macon was orlgtnally \- 

2V trlacon 

There is another type af breakdown, and for this. we must ga back 
10 the origtnal icosa triangle. Instead of drawlng lines perpendicular t o  
the triangle's sldee, we can draw lines parallei t o  them. In this way, we 
get what is called the alternate breakdown. 

In the alternate breakdown, the icosa edges remain part of the 
dome structure. 

There are some interesting 
differences between the two  
breakdowns. Since the trlacon 
breakdown is symmetrical about 
a line drawn down the center of 
the icosa triangle, the triacon is 
possible only i n  even frequencies. 
Therecan be no such thing as an odd 
frequency triacon. If someone tries t o  sell you one, run! The alternate. 



3n the other hand, is possible in all frequencies. In even frequency 
a ternate breakdowns (2V. 4V. 6V) 

-e.nspheies 

The triacon breakdown does not have this feature in any 
f-eouency. In order t o  make a triacon half-sphere, some triangles have 
r =  oe cut in half. 

While odd frequency alternate breakdowns do not separate neatly 
;n:a hemispheres. they tend to  form bands of triangles which allow 
t l e m  to  be separated into dames which are slightly more than a half 
saheie. or slightly less. 

Another factor in deciding which breakdown to use is the number 
of different strut lengths involved. 

# different lengths needed 

The triacon requires fewer different lengths because of its higher 
symmetry. On the other hand, the struts vary in length much more 
than in the alternate breakdown 

The two  breakdowns we have been discussing. aiternate and 
triacon. are the two  "standard"dome patterns It may be interesr~ng to 
see how they sot their names. . . 

The original dome breakdown developed by Bucknlinster Fuller 
looked something like the triacon. For a while, it was the only one. 
Then another was developed So at lectures. when Bucky had finished 
explaining his breakdown, he would say, "And here we have the 

The terms 318 and 518 do not refer t o  actual volume, but are 
s:mply a way of saying "less than half a sphere" or "mare than half 
2 sphere". Notice that The dividing line ir not even, bu t  slightly 
iig~zag. 

, . .  - 
n 

. .  - 
because it was derived from the pattern of the rhombic 
triacantahedron. Because of its high symmetry, it required fewer 
different strut lengths than Bucky's original breakdown. which it soon 
replaced. While other breakdowns have been developed for various 
special purposes. the alternate and the triacon remain the two  most 
often used. 

By now you should find it fatrly easy to  identify different types of 
domes. What you do is look for a point where five struts join. Then f n d  
another and draw another line between them If this line is defined by 
actual struts. the dome is an alternate breakdown. If there are no 
struts along the line. the dome is a trlacan. What you are d o n g  is 
picking out corners of the orig~nal icosa The line you draw between 
them is an icasa edge. and counting the number of parts into which i t  
is divided gwes you the frequency of the dome. 

I ,Ifrrr.ste n.eakf lo~n Tne term c 1 . r ~  anu uccame ine :ommur. l ame  
ev*r aher oiner n r e a r ~ r ~ w r ~ s  *err deve w e u  l n r  :roa.:orl i su c s  ra 



. - ,.n --a: .ou have some idea of what domes are and how they - - : ; d ;:ad dea to build some models The best drawlrlgs and 
. . . . . < = . . . .. . . - ' * -o r  to the s~mplest model when i t  comes to -- .. - . . . : . . . . ; . - , q three dimensional relat~onships. There is simply no 
. ..- . . . . . . . - . _ , . . 2 ability to see everything from all angles that a model 
- . t* 

( q - - =  . .... : . .. i. e invaluable tools for veualizlng and conceptualizing, for 

.-:.-, . . . . . - seas and generating new ones Playing with models can 
c 5: -: 1-e 2 S:OY~P+ of valuable insights-not t o  mention the fact that 
i c - e  '.- : 3  make and beautiful as well. 

.... -. - , . = e several model kits suitable for bui ld~ng dome models on 
-. -. 
.; = - a < :  ~ 7 3  a list of them is given later. The system I prefer. 
-: - 5 . 5 -  : i -ole, cheap and easy, and the mater~als are available at 
..- - . = . . . $15-e or five and ten. For struts. ordinary 3/16" paper soda 
I .-? c - e  .iej (The larger 1/4" plastic straws wili not work wi th this 
> =.=- . . .  -.= rcnnectors are made from bent pipe cleaner halves It 
. . - - . . . - = . .  . .: W o  pipe cleaners fit neatly and snugly into a soda straw. 
. . - . . . . . . , 
: . : .. .enient fact IS the basis for the system. A diagram expla~ns - .:. .s-s. . :-arwords: 

NOTE: 
Most of the photos in thir section 

are 3-0 stereo. 
Instructions for viewing. 

and a cut-out stereo viewing aid 
can be found in the back 

of th i r  book. 

A box or t w o o f  straws and four or five packets of pipe clearers 
will be enough for several models. and will cost less than a coupe :' 
dollars. 

I recammend that you start by mak~ng models of the five re:. 2 -  

sollds discussed last chapter. In thls way you can sea for yaurss ' :-a. 
the tetrahedron. octahedron, and icosahedron are rigid. and tha: r - E  
cube and the dodecahedron are not. 

After you have made the cube. you can stabilize i t  by t y n g  51. - ; I  

across the diagonals of its faces. If you criss~cross each face ic r -  :.i: 
diagonal strings. you will end up with two tetrahedra inside the 1.z- 

(This is easier t o  see if you use two  different colors of str ing.--  3 s 

the dual palr of tetrahedra #"side a cube that was discussed es. s- 
You can make the other dual pairs thks way too. Far the c u r e -  

octahedron pair. first make an octahedron. Then make a cube * r -  
edges 0.71 times the length of the octa edges, (Make your 
measurements and calculat!ans in millimeters and cent8mete:s- 
dealing wi th fractions becomes much easier.) If you make the :-11 
edges 20 cm. long. the cube edges will come out t o  1 4  2 cm Yc -  .A 

find that the octe will just fit inside the cube. Connecting the : c - - e ~  :' 
the two  solids wi th string will give you the rhombc dodecahed-z- 

For the lcasahedran-dodecahedron pair. make the dodeca e=;Es 
0.62 times the length of the icosa edges. Connecting the corra.s .i - -  
string will give you the r h o m b i ~  tricontahedron. 

We can make some more interesting shapesfrom our 6.a :% -; 

By trimming the corners off them. we get the cuboctahedror s - z  1-1 

icosbdodecahedion. As you mlght guess from their names : - e .  
combine the faces of the cube and octahedron, and the icosarc3.3- 

and dodecahedron. They are related to  the domes we ha is  : i:-ss+z 
in an interesting way If you look back at the picture of tbe 2'. a ye--n+ 



dome and ,magme the pentagon spokes left out. you wdl see the 
~cos~dodecahedron 

There is another oalr of sallds that is related to  out domes If we 
trim the coiners off the octahedron and the icosahedron, w e  get the 
truncated octahedron and the truncated icosahedron lwhat else?). 
Look at the 3V alternate dome. and you wil l  see that the truncated 
cosa is its skeleton. 

These four solids are part of another set of thirteen semi-regular 
solids called the Archimedean sollds (because we know Archimedes 
studied them. although his original work is last). Each one has equal 
edges and identical corners, like the Platonic solids. but the faces may 
be composed of more than one kind of regular poiygon. 

Tnere to an nlerezt rlg w a r  lo conslr..:l lnc clrnocia 3n(1 In? 

C L S  oodeca w I n  j-sl pape~  and nrno) p ns 
To make the cubocta. you need four sheets of paper and a dozen 

bobby pins. Start by drawing a large circle on a sheet of paper w t h  a 
:ompass. Without changing the setting. use the compass to mark off 6 

eouallv spaced paints around the circle. Connect the min ts  with a . . .  
ruler, and you have made a regular hexagon. Cut it out and use it as a 
Oattern to make three more hexagons. Fold all the hexaqons corner to 
corner Crease each fold twsce 

Now take each hexagon and b r ~ n g  two  opposjte corners together 
Clip w ~ t h  a bobby pin Yau should have four'bow t~e'shapes like thls 

I 
Do the same with the last two  'bow t~es' .  Now put the two halves 

of your model together and put clips an the last four corners. 
Thfs way of making the cuboctahedron was devised by 

Buckminster Fuller. It is one of his favorite shapes. 

paper and bobby pin cubocta 

To make the icosidodeca. you will need thirty bobby pins and six 
sheets of paper. Use the pattern t o  trace and cut out SIX 

decagons. Crease them as you did the hexagons for the cubocta. Now 
take each one. bring two  apposite corners together. and clip them with 
a bobby p ~ n .  You should have six "dog bone'' shapes like this: 

NOW take two  of them and use a bobby p ~ n  to  cltp them together 
like this: 

Now put a third one on top and clip it in  place with six more bobby 
pins. This completes half the model Fallaw the same steps to 

\ .I , , 
.!-----.3+ 

assemble the other half Now you can put the two  halves together and 
clip them together with the last ten bobby pins. Make sure that the 
two  halves are in proper relation t a  each other 

Notice that the model is lhmp untbl you put in the very last bobby 
oln When thls haooens the model tenses and becomes sur~r lsmolv 

Now take t w o  of them and clip them togerher at the corners with 

1 paper and bobby pin icosidodeca 

9 



-- :. <? !nag,=, because the tenston of the edges puts the center of the - .,- = . .. - compression. If you remove the compressive stress by 
- - -- . 3;t the center of the model and making it hollow. the model 
.-.. ei imp again! 

--?three dual pairs can also be made as paper models. Use the 
..--- . . . es above to make patterns. Trace and cut out half the required 
. -.-. . .. a'pieces. then turn the pattern over and do the rest, so that 
. r .  n Tave an equal number of right and left handed pieces. 

- -  - 
-;; *n old ball point pen and a ruler to score each tr~angle along 

. - - . . . . - >. ..grit lines. and bend up the curved tabs. The triangles can then 
:+ ; -e3 mgether, tab to tab. The tabs. left on the outside of the 

. - . .  '3-1 continuous great circles when the model is ftnished. You 

might like to color the tabs. using a different color far each solid 
The icasa-dodeca-rhombic triaconta combination may give ,you 

some difficulty because the tabcorrespond~ng to the dodeca edge is 
so narrow. Tape this edge from the back. That will give you sixr, i!$-r- 
lefl pairs of triangles whose tabs can be glued together to compie:e 
the model in the usual fashion. 

Now to tw  some dome models. This becomes a bit more comz ex 
since instead of one or two different strut lengths. you will have :--e+ 
or four or more to deal with. The problem af figuring out the r~gr: . - 

lengths for all these struts is taken care of through chordfactors. 
Chard factors are simply a handy way of expressing the lengths ci:-? 
struts in terms of the dome's radius. To find the length needed fsr c 

I 





- -: . -<e shapes involving trtangles. the corners of the cards have 

. . . . . . . - = . -: ;,3uld be assembled and stapled before the rest of the 
. .  .i r-: together if possible, because the openings in the triangles 

. . - . . . . . = . . : - a  t o  ailow free use of the s t a ~ l e r  later. 

-: --.E :e,:agans and hexagons. you do not t r im the cards. Instead. 
. -.- .m . . ..,; . e angle by eye. or by using a guide set at the required 
... . . - - - .  

- - - - . . . . - 
: . .- s good for bui ld~ng models of the dodecahedron, the 

. ....~ : .-i zosdodeca. the truncated tetra, the truncated octa, the 

. - . . . -. : . . .c~boctahedron, and other models of moderate 
. . . + t  -. r . r h  equal edges Models more than two or three feet 
.~ .... ...-. - .. ... .. . - . .3 be fl~msy. Th~s method makes very handsome models. 

_ Strut length , 

computer card dodeca 

-- 

computer card rhombi~ dodeca 

computer card rruncated octa 

computer card cubocta 

computer card small rhambicubocta 

P 



Computer cards can be used to make dome models too. but this 
takes a different technique. First fold the cards as usual: Next. mark off 
the strut length on one card. Use a protractor t o  rneasursoff two axlal 

axial angles 

I 

-- 

1 cardboard cube inside computer card octa 

angles for each end. Cut away the corners. This card can now be used 
as a temolate to cut all the other cards far that strut iength. You'll need 
to make bne template far each strut length. Once all thecards are cut. 
fold out the end tabsthat will hold the model together. When all the 
pleces are ready, you put them together by slipping the tab of one card 
into its neighbor. and so an around the vertex. stapling as you go. The 

I computer C ~ T ~ Z V  ico~a triacon 

Still another useful way t o  make models of the Platonic and 
Archimedean solids is the cardboard and rubber band method 
Cardboard polygons are equipped with notchedtabs that allow them 
ra be linked together with rubber bands. 

_ _ - - -  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

---- 

Far each different polygon you use. you will need a pattern Draw 
rhe polygon on a piece of light cardboard la  cereal box or shirt 
cardboard will do). Make the edges three or four Inches long Then 
draw a 3/8 inch border all around forthe tabs. Cut i t  out, and you are 
ready to  make cuples. 

I cardboard and rubber band truncated icosa 

Place your pattern on another piece of cardboard and trace 
around it. Then use a push pin t o  mark the inner corners of the piece 
by pricking through the corners of the pattern intathe cardboard 
beneath. cut out the copy with scissors, and use a ruler and an old ball- 
point pen to score the piece from each pin prick t o  the next. This 
makes 11 much easier t o  fold the tabs. Now use a paper punch to 
punch out a 1/4 inch hole centered over each pin hole Then, wi th 
scissors. cut a piece out of each corner t o  make the notches Finally. 
bend up each tab along its scored line. 

13 
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- 5 -  ,YOU have built UP a large stock of these pieces. you can 
-:ce a .A de varieh/ of models. Models can be built with the tabs an 
. . . . - - * : -" or on the outside. Leaving the tabs on the outside is easier 
z x -  :.? - 3  the tabs on the inside results in a mare attractive model. In 
.- . ... 
: .::e :he iast couple of rubber bands rnay have to be maneuvered 

- . . . - . ..-with = - a knitting needle poked between the edges of the 
" - ... 

1:-aleled models can be taken apart for storage. or the~r parts 
..- .- - .,. . . L ~ d  other models 

GIANT MODELS 
"?.-aps after making some regular models you still aren't sure 

. :. .-?e.stand what a full size dome would feellike. The obvious 
t :  .: ;- s to make a full sire model. It needn't cost as much as you 
- .-. = . .- . nk.  The material is ordinary newspaper-cheap. available. 
.-. .-- . ,=.v to work with. The basic idea is to roll the paper into long 
--:is :.m to length. punch holes in the ends. and bolt them together. 
=: +I xwspaper isn't as flimsy as it sounds. You can take a tube 
.- =- . .- i-om six layers of paper and bend it over your knee With some 
...- = agement. the wrinkles pop right out. leaving it as strong as ever. 

- - -  . .ru n a dome. the strength of these tubes will suprise you. 
- n g 5  that you will need are scissors or tin snips, a yardstick, a 

: : = E .  3unch. a broomstick. cellophane tape, crayons. some 3/16" 
... ... . e  ioits. nuts and washers, and of course plenty of newspaper. If 
. :. a .eady have most of these things around the house. all you will 
...* ==,to buy will be the stove bolts. which are not expensive I bought 
?-z.:h hardware for a 2V alternate dome for only $1.1 1 

-0 stafl, open out five or six pages of newspaper and pile them 
.-... ... ; . x r  Start rolling from one cornerto the diagonally opposite one. 

1 . 2 r  ation that makes longer tubes uses four staggered stacks of 
-=-=. . Thts can make tubesfour feet long 

/'- 
\ 

i i  hen you are finished you will find that a single piece of tape is 
?-:.ah to keep the tube from unrolling. Another nice thfng about this 
-=.- .. 3d 15 that it makes the tube thickest in the center. where the 

If you have any trouble removing the broomstick. pull while 
twisting against thedirection in which the tube was rolled. 

A finished roll will be about 36" long, butthe ends will be rarhe: 
flimsy. This is taken care of by trimming about four inches off each 
end, after which the tube can be trimmed to the desired length. 

1.et.s try an example. Suppose you want to make a 2V alternate 
model. The first step is to  find out how large the dome will be. If we 
restrict the design to short tubes (easiest to make1 the longest strut in 

the dome can be no longer than 26 - 28". Looking up the chord 
factors for 2V alternate. we find: 

The A's are the long struts We know that 
dome radlus x chord factor = strut length or. dome rad~us x 0 61803 
= A = 26" Working backwards wlth the ald of a llttle algebra glves .i 
the dome radius 

dome radius = 26" = 43 314" 
0.61803 

The dome will be about 3 1/2 feet high. and about 7 feet across. T $ r  
is a nice size for an indoor model. To find 8 we use the rad~us we have 
just found: 43 3/4" x 0 54653 = 24" 

There must be enough room at the ends of thetubes to punch a 
hole. so we add an Inch to the end of each strut getting: 
A = 28" 8 = 26" 

This dame will require 35 A's and 30 6's. When you have ail the 
tubes rolled and trimmed. color code the ends with crayon so that yo, 
can tell them apart at a glance. Next, flatten the ends and use the 
paper punch to punch a hole 1 inch from each end Make sure that t ~ e  
second hole is in line with the first. The going will be easier if you 
punch only one wall of the tube at a time. 

TO fasten this dome together. you'll need 26 one inch stove bo :s 
plus Washers to keep nuts and bolt heads from pulling our. The b~gcr-. 
the washers the better. 

NOW you are ready tostart putting the model together. Count cur 
ten A's and arranae thern in a circle. 



Count out ten mare A's and ten B's and bolt them all together so 
that A's and B's alternate around the circle in pairs as above 

In the next step. you join the A's and B's into triangles and 
connect them wl th  a row of ten 5's. These joints are not complete. To 
hold the struts in place, you can either bolt the joints temporarily, or 
clip them together with spring clothespins. Looking around the c~rcle. 
you should see tall triangles alternating wi th shon triangles. which 
gives the ring a roller~coaster look. 

The next step is t o  add a 8 t o  each joint where four B's come 
together. This completes these joints Now bolt two A's to each ioint 
where two  A's and two  B's come together This completes these 
joints. Now you have five groups of A's and B s  t o  be cl~pped together 
temporarily: each B between t w o  A's. 

The end is now in sight. Add five 
A's t o  form a pentagon at the very 
top. Last. add five B's as spokes in 
the pentagon. Ail the temporary 
joints can now be bolted toqether. 
and your model is finished. kw ,J;,> 

OTHER MODEL IDEAS 

The large 1/4" plastcc straws that you were warned aganst a: :-? 

beginning of this chapter can be used to  make models-but no: K r -  
pipe cleaners. If you have access t o  a paper cutter. cut severa! hurs,zz 
strips of thin cardboard (cereal box cardboard works well1 abour 5 
16" x 3" and use them in place of pipe cleaners. The straws are 
available in many colors ltry a bar or restaurant supply house1 a n d  
make colorful and durable models. 

Another idea for making connectors 
for giant models is t o  cut garden hose 
or plastic tubing inta short iengths 
and bolt them together. Struts are 
cut from wooden dowel stock that 
fits snugly inside the tubing. Both 
struts and connectors can be used 
to  make other models. like a giant 
tinkertoy set. 

COMMERCIALMODEL KITS 

IkosaKlts consist of thm wooden splints that flt Into holes punche: - 
slices of vinyl tubing They're cheaper than other kits. because y o i  3 :  

the work of purlching the hales Kits 3 and 4 are recommended fc. 
dome builders 3 has 200  pcs. and costs $ 2 . 4  has 4 0 0  pcs and ccs:i 
$3.00 Ikosa-Krts Route 3 .  Box 4 8 0  Eugene, Ore. 9 7 4 0 5  

"D Srlx" or"Think Stix"from Edmund Scentific are 1iB" c o  c-51 
wooden rods that fit inta flexible plastic 5. 6. and 8 way connectors 
Nice but expensive. If you buy a set. you'll soon run short of 6 ws. 
connectors. and you'll have to  cut rods t o  length s~nce the set is -;: 
specifically intended for dames. Best bet is t o  buy connectors 
separately and get 1/8" dowel rod at a lumberyard or hobby st0.e 
Sets are $4.00. $6.50. and $9 0 0  6 way connectors are $3 5 0  ce- 
pack of 5 0  EdmundScientific Co 614 Edscorp Bu;ld;ng Barringrs- 
NJ .  0 8 0 0 7  Dame East makes kits of flexible plastlc connectors 2 - 3  2 ' Z 

wooden rods. The connectors are very rugged, and rather cums, 
for small models. They are best for big models-get long 3 /16 '  
dowels from a lumberyard Dome Kot 1-$6 0 0  6 or 5 way hubs- 
$2.75 for a pck of 25. Dome Earl 325Duffy Avenue Hicksville. ', . 
1 1 S 0 1  

Dynamic Domes sells kits o f  colorful plastic tuber and ' e ,  r ? 

star shaped hubs. The instructions are clear and well *vii-+- z - 2  1-; 

models go together smoothly and easily. The finished moos i 2 - e  

durable and very handsome. K i t  1. which maker the reg; i. ;; :i 

and a 2 V  hemisphere costs $7.00 and i s  highly recarnmencx -:. 
beginners. 3V and 4V  kits are also available. Extra hubs e - c  s.1- 
oln be ordered seoaratelv 



--ere is nothing mysterious or esoteric about the design of a 
---: . As with any other structure. the main requirements are .-. :.- - .. 3 q h t  and common sense. 

-,e *::st thing you should consider is just why you want t o  build a 
. .. -. 'Aake an honest appraisal of yourdestres and your abilities. 
-:...- . 5.s same other structure would be better suited to your needs. 

.->. . 3 .  ., equire painstaking work and attention to  detail. They should 
... .. . .. .- ~Eernpted for frivolous reasons. 

. 3 .  should be well acquainted with the site. Ask older residents 
... :..: 5-sh t h ~ n g i  as prevalllng winds. frost line. drainage, local 
- . . . . = ... . . etc. You shauld know your awn needs. Your home should 
; . A  :.: of your llvlng partterns so that it will aid, not thwart them, 
- - >  . . . 33  should make a careful inventory of your finances. skills. 

z-1 abor available Building your own home is a big project. and 
?:. .?I very careful planning. 

-rer or design should be considered well before. not after. the 
---a .. . s buiit. Your style of living wil l  determine the interior 
r -z-gecent of the dome. whlch will in turn determine many details of 
.-- --- - -  eitself. 

- - e  attempt t o  partition a dame into rooms usually destroys mast 
-. 
.' :i :.arm Try t o  keep your dome as open as possible Small dames 
?-t -1 .2  .;completely open. with perhaps an  upper level sleeping lof t  . - - -" -, - =..-. an for rnedlum sire domes is t o  give half the space to  the 

- -  ,--- . . and half to enclosed kitchen. bath, and prlvate bedroom. 
n 1- ;- ; eeplng loft an top. This arrangement preserves the open. 
i;i: :-s feeling of the dome. while providing enclosed areas for 
':rr :-s requiring them. Many variations are possible. --. I? work with, not against, the curves of the dome. Try t o  think 
- :---s 3f functional areas, not square rooms divided by walls that 
. . - . - ., , . = . N  have to  be forced tnto a round plan. Some things are 
. . 3mistngly rectangular. Try t o  put refrigerators, cabinets. etc. 
-.- ... - . :. .a.;ical ;nterlorwalls. where they will fit without trouble. 

2 .  l a i e  a lot of choices when declding what kind of dame to 
:. I-:, acon or alternate. 3V. 4V. 5V. pent vertex or hex vertex 
- - - . - - - - . .  -:. 3 8. 1:2 or 5/8  level truncattan. The breakdown and 
.. . - . . . -..; .. ,you choose will be affected by the materials available and 
--r s :i .ci want. Hlgher frequencies ";ill mean more partsto make 
e-.: 1-5: :rack of. but they will be smaller and easier t o  handle. The 

of your dome will affect placing of windows a r c  
ue-tllatars A 518 truncation swes a tall dome with more i e r  :? r.? s 
and perhaps space for an upper level. Consider all the alter-a: .+: 
make lots of models. 

How big should your dame be? You should already harc s:-+ 
idea of the space you will need. Dame size is usually lhrrrec er :-. 
particular frequency by the materials used. For instance, r'e a-;es: ? 

3V plywood dome can be is 24 feet in diameter. because : ':-e - - 
imposed by the slre of a 4' x 8' sheet A larger dome w o ~  3 -e: .  - 5  

panels t o  be spliced together. A smaller dome would was:- --re- s ' 

several materials are involved. pickthe plan whlch makes -:n 
efficient use of the most expensive material, and acceo: r - 5  ;:: ' - ? -  

you wlll have to  waste some of the cheaper materla BE:~- . c -  T :- 
to  use the waste somewhere else. If you are in dolubt a t ~ . :  - - e  -=+ ;- 



vour dome, make i t  larger than you think necessary. Extra space can 
always be put to use. and domes are hard t o  add on to  

What frequency should your dome be? 3V is the mast popular for 
moderate stzed domes so try it as a starttng p a n t  Use the chord 
factors and your mended radlus t o  f~gure out the d~menslons of your 
trlanqles Then make scale patterns of them and try flttlnq them 
Together on graph paper tof lnd the mast efficient way to  cut out your 
skin matertal. If the largest dome you can make without undue waste 
IS too small, try a higher frequency or a different breakdown. 

A dome can be positioned in one ofthree different ways. It can sit 
wl th a vertex, a face. or an edge of the basic icosa facing up. Most 
domes are built vertex up, but investigate the other possibilities. They 
make a great difference in how the dome is cut off t o  meet the floor 
line. This is something that can only be decided with the help of a 
model. 

Leakage is one of the big dome problems and should be carefully 
considered in your plannmg. Think about where water will go when it 
hits the dame. If your plan requires spliced panels. use them an the 
lower part of the dame. where the slope is steepest. and water will 
have little t lme to  get into the joints. Skylights and windows should 
present sloping surfaces t o  water runoff. 

If you give water a place to  collect and pool, it will eventually work 
iis way in. Give special attention t o  the relatively flat top of the dome. 

The only certain solution to the leak problem Seems to be the use 
of asphalt shingles, fibreglass. or some other type of whole~dome 
covering. Next best seems to  be caulk combined with something else. 
like tape or roofing compound. Don't expect caulk alone to do the 
whole job and don't expect it t o  make up for poor work. Even 
expensive wonder caulks are often defeated by sloppy workmanship 
and poor joint preparation. 

In your calculations. your struts will be mathematical lines In 
practice, your struts will have physical thickness. Decide whether you 
are measurinq from the inside of "our struts or the autslde. then stick - 
to that decision. Otherwise you will be lost in confusion Don't forget 
to allow for the width of your hubs also It helps to make scale 
drawings of the hub to see just how everything fits together there. 
Such drawings can prevent many blunders. 

Figures in the tables of chord factors are glven ta  six places. It 
may seem silly t o  calculate dimensions to  the tenth of a m~ll imeter 
when you know that expansion and contraction will cause changes 
many tlmes as great. Finish your calculations. though. before you do 
any rounding off. Any sloppiness here wil l  be magnified later an. and 
:hat goes double far mistakes. Make sure all calculations are checked 
and double checked. preferably by someone else. 

When cutting parts. make extensive use of iiss and templates so . . . . 
that pans will be as uniform as possible Careful workmanship is 
essential. A 'funky'dome is bound to  be a leaky one 

Take your time. The strangest dome story I've ever heard 
concerns a dome that was being put up during a rock festival. 
Everybody was pitching in and having a great time. When the dome 
was about half-way up, however. someone said. "This isn't going to  
work-it's not curving inward It's going to  be a big cylinder. not a 
dome ' '  ''Pipe dawn. man-we're having too much fun to  stop now " 
And when they finally got it up. 12 was a big cylinder. It seems that in 
the rush of making the parts, all the struts had been left the same 
length. So that evening they took it dawn and trimmed the struts t o  
the proper lengths. Next morning, they put it up again. this t ime as a 
proper dome. 

I 
Always think twice before doing anything irrevocable. I was told 

of a group in Maine who built a platform and trimmed it t o  the 
calculated diameter of their dame. When they started putting up the 
dome frame. however. they discovered that the dome was just a lhrle 
larger than they had thought i t  would be. They had to  go back and bolt 
extensions to  their platform for the dame to  rest on. and it never was 
as solid as it couid have been. 

Mark everything clearly. There are many similar parts in a dome 
and a little care wil l  prevent confusion later. 

Plan the erection sequence carefully and in insulting detail, as 
though the dome were going t o  be put up by a crew of idiots. 
Overconfidence can really do you in. Things can get very complicated 
when several people are working at once. Color code all parts and use 
a color coded model as a guide. Otherwise, you're sure to  make some 
very dumb mistakes. 

Leaving out color coding is asking for trouble. Of course you, the 
dome designer, know exactly where everything goes without the color 
coding. Do it anyway. The third t ime I put up my portable dome, the 
temporary color coding had worn off. It had been a few months since I 

I hadput the dome up last. but I went ahead anyway. full of  fool^ 
confidence in my  ability as a self-taught dome expert The dome went 
up beautifully. until I got t o  the last five struts They just wouldn't fit. 
Too long. I sat down and thought it out, and finally realized that I had 
used ten short strutsfor the base ring instead of ten long ones. There 
was no way out of it but t o  take it all down. wl th a couple dozen 
people looking on. and begin all over Very embarassing. 

Another time. my helpers and I had the dome about three quarters 
complete when it became obvious that something was badly wrong. 
Struts refused to  stay in place. hubs pushed outwards, while others 
pressed inwards. I pushed and pulled at base hubs. and shifted IeveitnS 
blocks from one spot t o  another, t o  na avatl Naturally this was just the 
t ime when a crowd of curious bystanders gathered to  ask faalish 
questions about the dome and why it wasn't working. Finally we found 
the trouble-someone had put a short strut where a long one should 
have been When that was corrected, the distortion disappeared. and 
sodtd all our problems With proper color coding. the mistake would 
have been obvious at once or, more likely. would not have happened at 
all 

I makeshifts can get somebody hurt 
The ldea behlnd these horror storles is not t o  fr~ghten you but t o  

heip keep you from maktng s~mtlar m~stakes Your dome should go 
together llke a charm 



'.'. ?xploration of dames has been a constant process-making 
- = : 0:scavering new ideas and interrelationships, building dames. 

-+;r - g  models, etc. Through this process I have discovered many 
. - -: :r :-srips between various domes and geometric shapes. 

' -s t  started with the 5 regular polyhedra. of course. The 
-5--?-?:.on. cube. octahedron. dodecahedron. and the icosahedron. - -. .-.- = .. ..can be made a dome shape just by removing one pent cap 

= ...B any 5 struts that join at one hub1 I learned that only the tetra. 
.~.. .. : 1-5 cosa  are stable. They have triangular faces. The first dodeca 
-:-* ... F 2d 3' struts. I kept waiflng for it t o  take shape . . Maybe 
-+- get this strut in. nope. well, maybe this one . . I finally ended 

.: +. :' a blg pile of spaghetti on my floor. just lying there in a heap. 
t: :-a: t i~angulatian sure helps! 

:--what happens if I triangulate the faces of the dodeca with 5 
--'-? es each? Well. l came out wi th a stable structure. but what is it? 
. - . . . . ... . .. :ely not a 2V alternate. We will came back t o  this. 

'.'saywhile. back l o  the tetra if I put 4 triangles in each face of a 
..... , = z A-z nappens? An ocfahedran is formed! This form looks very 
-.-.-. . .-,t hung in my room for a long time. I didn't have any 
-. .- - . . - a. luck in further triangulation of 
:-'? :I:: c r  dodeca. soon ta 

I 
The first dome I ever saw and went inside was a conduit d o n e  

that Don and Paul built in Davis. When I saw it. a nondescript 
parachute covered it-it was anything but flashy It didn't make mL;- 
of an impression on me. but then I started thinking about it. wen: oi:~ 
t o  Davis and got plans to  copy it. M y  brolher and I went i n  on it-a 2'. 
alternate breakdown (class 1. method 1 I conduit hemisphere. We 
followed the fabrication directions given in Domebook for tube + ~ B - E  

domes. so 1'11 skip all the standard stuff and relate new things we 
learned. 

Squishing tubes i n  a vise can easily result in a broken i,:se ;: t 
used a pneumatic press in a high school auto shop. This gaie -.:- 
cleaner. flatter ends. We squished them flat across but if i d c  :- 3 

again I would use a curved line like rear view mirror brackets z -  
trucks: I 'm sure this would be stronger. 

I 



One of the biggest problems with a bolted hub is that several 
s:ruts are invariablv flying around loose for a while. Thcv tend to  bend 
i e ry  easily on the crimp lme. This is a plus for a hub system where the 
struts fasten to a plare or something independent of the other struts. 

Slnce conduit comes in 10 '  lengths and this dome has only two 
strut lengths. it is easy to  calculate the lengths so the pipe can be cut 
without waste: 
4 chard-.618(chorcl factor! x 1 = 1,000 (ratio) 

B chord-.547(chord factor! x m =  8 8 4  (ratio1 
,618 

NOW add the two  lengths together 1 0 0 0  + 8 8 4  = 1 8 8 4  

The hales will bedrllled 3/4" from each end There will be 4 ends so 
3 ' 1s subtracted from the 10' (120") t o  became 117" and the 
equatlon becomes 1 884x = 117" 

x = 6 2 1 " = A  
884x = 5 4  9" = B 

Cut the pipe according to  these dimensions: 

Drill the holes 3/4" from each end The dome will be about 16' 
9" in diameter. 

We have used this dome man" times. Mv brother toured the local 
high schools and gave discuss~an/demonstrations with it. It was used 
as an emergency first aid shelter at a whole earth festival in Davls. I 
used it at Quick City last spring. (As you can see from the photograph. 
I had a ~arachute  tensed inside the frame. This made it very strong in 
the wind. The domes that were covered on the outside had trouble in 
the wind 1 Right now it is sitting in a cllent's backyard sa they can try 
out the space before they buy it-a rather new approach far 
architecture! Next. it will be an our roof-a place to  relax and . . 

uh . . .watch thestars!?! 

TENSEGRITY 

The next thing I delved into was tensegiities. Boy. did I struggle 
with that first icosa-whew! The easiest way I've found for making 
quick tensegrit" models 1s with tinker-toy struts (or cut slots in lengths 
of dowelsl. rubber bands and surgical tubing: slip a band over each - ~ 

strut, using the slots in each end. These strut-bands are then linked 
together in whatever configuratlan desired. from tetras t o  spheres. 
With the larger shapes. the struts tend to  slip off the bands they are 
linked to. so cut a 1/4" ring of surgical tubing and slip it over the end. 

I 
Tensegriues are incredible for gaining an understanding of 

relationships of polyhedra and great circles and Archimedean solids 
and truncations and duals. Let me start wi th an example: 

tensegrity octa cubocta cube 

TO build a tensegrity octahedron you need 12 struts 12 
rubber bands 2 4  rings of tubing (essential far this process! 
You will notice that each vertex has 4 struts coming together Slip 
each strut end half-way along the neighboring strut until they are all 
separated-now what do you see? A tensegrnty cuboctahedron! ( a n  
Archmedean solid). The cubocta can be developed by truncatingshe 
oc ta  If you look closely at the cubocta, you will notice that three struts 
lie in a  lane-they describe a great circle 

I Now. ~f you slide the struts the rest of the way-that is. enlarge 
the souares that were formed at the vertices of the octa and shrink the 

I octa tr~angles-you will form a cube. The cube is the mathematical 
dual of the octal 

This same sequence can be done with the dodeca- 
icosadodecahedron-icosa. 

tensegrtty dodeca 30struts 3 0  bands 60  tublng r t rgs  

The icosadodeca is also formed of great circles. If all the shon 

1 struts are removed from a 2V alternate. an icosadodeca results. 
If I start this sequence with the tetra. I go through the truncate:! 

tetra (Archimedean solid) t o  an icosa. This icosa differs from the athe. 
in that the corn~ression members lstruts) are se~ara ted from the 
tension members (bands). This type of tensegrity is  termed 

I discominuous compression-the compression members are not 

1 continuous The sequence will end back at another tetra. since it 15 1:s 
own dual. 

9 



.-..- - . .- . 1-U-cated tetra - ~ a s a  . .... - .. er y p e  oftensegrity can be developed by connecting the 
. - . . . . . . - .= .=: .. . E centraid of the figure by struts. A stable cube is 
. . . . . . - = 
.-; .. ..;. -15 an unstable tetra. The tetra cannot be made with 
. . . - . . . . - . .  - I used string. . i _ r .  - . =.. .ensegrity sphere is a lot of fun-it can be dropped. rolled 
... . : .  A:-- w e r  your head . . . 

=. 5 -  : 3 C 1 S  out that some molecular geometries are identicai t o  
. . . ,. . . . . - .. s:..:tures. (See WorldDesign Science Decade."Document 

. - - =.. .- . . . : 3 2  "ands 180 tubing rings 

TRIACON 

Along about this time. I finally made a model of a 2V  t r a m -  r -is 
11, method 31. As I was absorbing the differences between t h s  i-3 1-5 

2V alternate I suddenly knew the triacon looked familiar: It's r - c  i z - e  
as the triangulated dodeca! Ah-another connection. 

PLYDOMES 

M y  next adventure was plydomes-dames made of 4 x 8 5--:i 

of plywood bolted together and bent into a geodesic patter- 
Some openings are triangles and some are pentagons. !' . :. 

enlarge the triangles. you will get an icosa; from the penlacc-2 .:. 
will get a dodeca! Another example of duals and their u s e f ~ - e r i  - 
understanding geodesic geometry. 

The openings have edges that form complex curves- 
waterproofing would bedifficult at best. It seems ta  me this sc -+  - 2 :  

very limlted usefulness. 

SKIN PATTERN 
I now had my conduit dome up for a while, and decided :c :; .?. - 

wi th polyethylene sheeting. I wanted to  find a way to  make r'e i <  - 
wi th as little joining as necessary. that is, t o  reduce the lirea.'czrz;r 
of seams. By dividing the dome into 5 equal nets (of 8 tr;a?G ?r e 2 : -  

one pattern can be used to  cut all 5 sections. These sectlons .I- re 
cut from a 14' roll of plastic, available at hardware stores. ic.:-s '5- 



net. I used tape for the seams. which sort of lasted 3 months I did find 
out abour an adhesive. produced by Uniroyal, which can be used far 
polyethylene. I dld a test wi th it-outside in the weather. w i th  a load 
straining the seam for six months-and it was still a strong bond. It is 
applied just like contact cement, a little on each edge. allowed to  get 
tacky, and pressed together. Very simple. It is reasonably inexpensive. 
but is not easy t o  obtain because it is an industrial adhesive. I had to, 
get mine direct from the factory. I t  has a snappy name-"M 6405"- 
and is available from UNIROYAL 407  N. Main Street Mishawaka. 

It is mare practical if the truss is packed in a plane. Then it can be 
used as a truss system in building. 

I was showing a photo of one octet-truss building to  a friend and 
he sa~d.  "Isn't that the same one that used t o  be located a couple of 
hours south of where it is now?"Sure 'nuff! They just moved the 
whale structure t o  a new location. 

OCTET-TRUSS 

The ways that tetras and octas fit together seem endless. As I 
already mentioned. a 2V tetra forms an octa inside. The four spaces 
ief? over form congruent tetras. They can be packed to  fill space: no 

room will be left over. An  easy way to visualize this is with cubes. 
We're all familiar wi th the way cubes can be packed-look at almost 
any skyscraper or apartment building. An empty box can be 
completely filled wi th cubes and no room wil l  be ieft over. Thls is fllllng 
space or close packing. 

If the octet-truss is packed spherically it appears t o  form a 
complete sphere wi th an icosa inside. Actually. it will not close. for the 
same reason that regular tetras will not pack to  form an icosa-the 
edge t o  radius ratio of an icosa is 1.051 5. If it was 1.000, then tetras 
would pack. It's close. 

GREAT CIRCLES 

From the octet-truss I moved into great circles. A great circle is 
like the hemisphere iine on a world globe. It is the largest diameter 
circle that can be drawn on a regular sphere. The plane it forms cuts 
the sphere in half-it passes through the center of the s~he re .  

Everything I investigate in theory and with models I try t o  relate tc  
actual structures. So what use are great circles? Aside from beinq 
important in understanding geodesics (a great circle is a geodesic line 
domes can actually be built using only great circles. Every line ,n an 
icasadodecahedron forms an arc of a great circle. These lines can be 
made circular-drawn on the surface of a sphere. This is the bass for 
another dame I dld. 

GREAT CIRCLE DOME 
Mater~als 2 4  10' pleces of PVC PVC solvent 1 6  coupl~ngs 18 
bolts/nuts 
Jalnts-plpes bolted together where they cross Ctrcumference = KC 

D~ameter = 19.1' height = 9 5 

Most o f the  PVC was 3 4 ' '  class 200, but some was schedule 8 C  
and it worked just as well. This is a simple dome to make-all the arcs 
are great circles and they are all of equal length A half circumference 
such as A F ,  will have 5 equal segments. Add about an inch to each 
end (for the end bolt) of the overhead arcs.and drill 4 equally spaced 
holes. The distance between any two  holes or joints wil l  be 1 0  
(circumference of the complete circle divided by 1 0  equal segments', 
The bottom ring. a complete circumference. will have 1 0  holes. If you 
use 10' lengths of PVC. the 30' arcs will each require 2 couplinqs (a - 
special piece used far connecting lengths of PVCI. The bottom ring w l i  
require 6 couolings. Try to locate the holes in the pioe and not the 
couplings 



. .~..-. --.- . . .  - e, we first coupled the iength of pipe into 5-30' 
. . -. . . . - = . - 6 0 '  length. Do a neat jab wi th the solvent-there will 
. * - . - c.. = = - .. . .. -.a at these points. Also. the solvent dries quickly, so it - . . . . - - - = . .: ., -. .. ap!dv. Then drlll the holes (we used 3/16" bolts). 
- .  :. ~. - . ..: - 2  tqe bottom rtng. . . . . . . - 

I =.  . .;.the pipe together starting wi th the top pentagon and - :-ss: :.- ,r2. down. As wecontinued to  bolt. I became increasingly 
-I-+: - - 2 :  13methlng was wrong-l had never tried thts type of 

. - -. . . . . - - . - . - . . . e.  nor had anyone else I knew. It was an experiment- 
-:. ; - .,.:-<' So we kept on bolting and i tst i l l just  lay flat. To help 
- 
; = : - ::.r e of kids were running around screaming. "It won't 
. . -. . ' ... : - r ,:;~rk.'' Great for my jangled nerves. Well. finally it began 

.. .. ..= :--- . - . . =.i- :o rtse slowly off the ground. and-whew! t o  assume its -~ .... ~ -:.- 
, . .  .. I :annot express the 

- --  . . = ? E Z  -el,ef I felt when we 
. . . . . . . . - 
: ?. : - : ,~,o,kedl 

loop. This must be done very accurately-there is no way t o  adjust the 
cable lengths in the dome. Turnbuckles would double the cost of the 
dame. Wrap the wire carefully; braze or solder t o  keep from slipping. 
Make 60. 

TDP V I E W  
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D I A - I E T r <  = 
Spacers-conduit. 18". make 6. 
Bolts-3/8" x 2". need 3 2  with nuts and washers 
This dome is assembled differently from most domes This 

\ procedure seems t o  be the easiest: 

, , groups (1) of b k  5 cables together l2  each 

*,, --  :. . . ..- 3.s. I b u t  a 4' copy and set it outside my window. One 
- -  . ... 
.Z . z c  to me that the dome could be much stronger if the 
. . . . . . . . . . . .. r.. . . .ngulated. If I used wlres it would not add very much 
- 5  I-' ' - e  -ex? idea was to  have 2 sets of 5 wires in each pentagon 
. . . . . . . . . . 
z . :..: I-: !hem with a spacer. So I collected 12 orange juice can 
c i  r - :  5: -e  #lie. The lids were of consistent size and strength and 
. - . . . . - -. , . - . . .  ;.=.. , the right diameter. The PVCspacerwas held in by the 
. .. ... - . . = z . lust used baling wire for this model. but i t  still could 
. - - . . . - - 
; .:. :.-.rrt my weight1 

- - - -  I . . E'er this. an opportunity came up to  build another 
. . , . . - .. = . - . -ax>srstve dame. so I suggested a tenslondame. using the 
. . . . . . . . - .  . . . .  :eve oped with the 4' model. 

TENSION DOME 
-. - s - edvantages of thls dome are savings tn weight and cost 

- .~ ...- - . . :'st~ about 13 cents a foot, the cable less than one cent a 
. - . . . . . . . . - .. r -:. E aiso 'weighs much less and is easier to transport and to 
..... . . . - . -:-= . . . : - sw I did thedome: Materials 

-.. .. .- I 3 4 thinwall conduit: cut to 5' 0". flatten ends. drill 
.. .. ' . - .  .. - - . .. - 2" apart 13/4"from each end). bend ends (same as 
. . - . - . . - . .. -. .. = amd rnake35. 

.. ~ 1 .  - a d  2 0  TVguy wire; center~to~center lengthof 
~.~ .~ ~ , .=. = -  : - Z 3 8". When cutting the cable. add about 2" on each end 
. - . . . - . . -. . . . . _ a  E n  each cable make the first loop, then place in jig 
-.... , . -.. - ,., :- -.  ..,. - - aiis or bolts 4 '  2 3/8" apart) t o  make the second 

1 121 Lay out struts and bolt together. loosely putting cables 
I between struts. 

(3)  Tighten bolts holding struts. 
(4)  Pop in spacers-this is the tricky pan. It's easier if the spacer 

in the top pent is put in before the whole dame is bolted 
together The best way to put in the spacers (since they will be 
a very tight flt) is t o  loosen one bolt that connects five cables. 
This way the spacer need only be slipped over a short length. 
Put the spacer over the opposite bolt. then get about six strong 
people to stretch the cables apart. and slip in the spacer 
Tighten the loose bolt and the dome is finished. 

Here's the way I found the cable lengths. ~n case you want t o  do a 
different size dome. The strut length will be the 4 '  1 0  1/2" center- to^ 

center dimensban, not the 5' 0"  (remember t o  subtract 3/4"from 
each end before doing the calcuiationsi The spacer length of 18"  was 
arbitrary: perhaps a different length would make a stronger dome. 

? 



NOTE: I f  tenslon is too much in the pents. shorten the spacer 
length; if there is too little tension. make lonqer struts . 
-Shorter spacers wll l  glve more room inside. With the 
18"spacers a lot of intertor space is taken up. 

If you look at the geometry of this dome, many things can be 
seen It can be developed from the Archlmedean solid the 
icosadodecahedron. from great c~rcles, or from a 2V aiternate. Look at 
the struts on the drawing. If you take out the cable and flatten all the 
pentagons, the solid which results is the icosadodeca. If you follow any 
5 struts from one side to the other, across the dome. you have 
traversed a great circle arc (same as in the great circledome). Now 
look at the diagram with the cables-what does it formJ A 2V 
alternate. 

If you try t o  develop tension domes from higher frequencies, you 
wil l  d~scover more Aichlmedean sollds-the truncated icosahedron 
from the 3V alternate, for instance. 

ICOSA DOME 

I dld a small icosa for a school play-yard. 2 x 4's with strap hubs 
(see Pacific dome. I" Domebook21 The bbttam struts do not lie Rar 
but angle towards the center of the lcosa. If the bottom angles are 
recalculated. then it would lie flat. If the bottom pent is to lie flat, the 
angle will be 36" instead of 32'. for the pieces on the bottom. Far r b E  
bottom end of the 10 side struts. the bottom will be 36". the top end 
3 2 "  The problem here is that there are three types of struts instead c' 
one. 

11. 5 ' -  

b C 

The strapping is very strong and will easily support anyone 
climbing an the icosa. However. as an environment for little people 
the strapping could be ha2ardous. The outside was parrially covered 
with plywood and carefully painted with inspiration dtrect from the 
hearts of the llttle people. Such eloquence! Why can't the art of , ~ t t  e 
people be considered as w i l d  as the art of big people? 

DIAMONDS 

I have often been tnterested in the diamond conf~gurat~on possh e 
with domes. The diamond is established when any t w o  adjacent 
triangles have thelr opposite vertices connected and the center stiu: 
removed Instead af being a convex figure. the dome becomes c o n ; e x ~  
concave-a very interesting surface 

This basic configuration is used for large domes-up to almcs: 
400' diameter. Fuller's laminar dome also uses diamonds. ln 

conjunction wlth regular triangles (see patent #3.203.1441. 
The triacon breakdowns are easler t o  generate diamonds frc- 

than the alternate For example, the 2V trtacon is based on tne 
rhombtc triacontahedron lthe dual of the cosadodecahedron 



- 
-e zr: -5s 13rm an icosa. so the chord tactors become 

- .. - -  - - . . , . - . . - . . . . -. : nes. 1.051 5 for the dotted lines. 
- -eL. ..=.-. - . akes a very attractive dome with diamonds. If 

-c 9:-5-. i s : . ~  ?a 5 different configurarions can be seen: 
:.x-e ~ :-:- .-.--- ..-;.nesahedron. dodecahedron. 2V alternate. great -.,=-.= . ,.+. : - =- . - - .- . .. .- .- - ,  

- - .  . - Diamond 2 

-u Chord Factor 

336 
363 
546 
616 

. .. - -- . + - . - . >.-'::em accuracy for models. but more places are 
.e: --.: ., . -. : . . .  '. . '- size dome. A and D are in the Domebook,X and 
, . . .~ ..-- . . ; ., .. .e calculated. 

- -+ - L S -  + n 7-  this dome is the vertices-some join three struts. 
. - -~ . - . -13 sc7e twelve. 

*..* .-=. - . : : I ue trled t o  share some of my knowledse and I 
: -3ce YOU benefit. If by chance you try somethlng I've 
-.3:rz-: ~ ~ z - 3   ear'^ somethlnq from it-let me know. Feedback is a I - ~ 

. . . . . . - - . . . .  : .' -,, process. Thanks-have a pleasant journey. I 



Prenis 
This chapter is abaut a small simple tent dome that I made for a 

camping trip in Canada. Its portability makes it handy for part-tome 
domers, who can take it apart and store it in the basement wheo 
necessary. lt's not expensive, demands no fancy wood working, and 
can be built with hand tools if need be. lt 's small enough t o  transpart 
on top of a car. but large enough to  stand and walk around in. It sleeps 
four 01 five people comfortably. The one~piece suspended skin ruies 
out the posslbillty of leaks. Because the skin is separate from the 
frame. construction is non-critical. and small errors are not as 
troublesome as i n  other forms of dame construction. To me, thls 
proves that you do not need fancy tools or a lot of money to  have fun 
with your own dame I think it's a good idea for every dome builder t o  
start with a simple dome like thfs one. Mine has taught me a lot. and 
been a lot of fun. 

The orlainal version of the dome is 14feet in diameter and 
cons~.ts of a plastic skin suspended from a wooden frame. The 
geometry is 2V alternate and has two different types of triangles. The 
skin is made out of 6 mil clear polyethylene and the frame out of 1 x 3 
furring strip (actual measurement 314" x 2~5/8"1. The dome has a - .  
groundsheet which overlaps a groundskirt attached to  the insideedge 
of the skin. maklng it quite waterproof There are seven screened 
vents, and the top two are protected by a large pentagon of plastic 
stretched over the top of the wooden frame. 

dome af thls size. M y  design called for 3 0  short struts and 3 5 . 1 0 ~  
ones I bought 4 0  eight foot lengths af furring strip and made my 
struts 51 and 4 5  inches long so I could get one long and one short 
strut from each piece of wood. With a choice af two  places to  cut each 
strip. I was able t o  avoid knots. Badly flawed strips yielded only one 
strut By careful plannlng I was able t o  leave the worst of the knots 
and splits in the scrap pde. For joints. I decided on a slmple plan of 

interlocking slots The ends of the struts were slotted so as t o  fit ~ n t o  
slots cut in hubs af 314" plywood. This system appealed to  me 
because it required no bevels or compound angles. The slots were 
made by first drilling a 314'' hole, then finishing the slot wi th a saw 
and a wood rasp. Later. the ends of the struts were drilled t o  take 
wood screws. A 1/2"screw eye was put in each hub and then opened 
slightly with pliers. Working alone. it took me abaut a week to  finish 
the struts and hubs Helpers and a power saw would have speeded 
thlngs up greatly. 

The first erection of the frame taught me that the base struts mus: 
be in a perfect circle and the base hubs leveled. or the struts will refuse 
to  stay in place. This is very frustrating-push a stubborn strut into its 
hub. and another pops out on the other side of the dome. A 
spontaneous demonstration of the dome's omni-directional strese- 
sharing characteristics. 

When I began to put up the second course of tr~angles. I learned 
something else. The horizontal strutsfarm a rmg which is in tension 
due to  the weight of the struts above. This tension pulls the joints 
apart Somehow this elementary insiaht had e s c a ~ e d  me. After some . . 

Furring strip is cheap and available in a variety of lengths. Despite 
the many flaws in the wood. it is far stronger than necessary for a 



,$:? the frame more or less ready. I began work on the skin. I had 
-= ... - - -=, - - = .arlier to use 6 mil polvethvlene because it is cheap, easily . . 
-+zr sea ed, and readily available. Polyethylene is supposed to  have 
:- . E .ear  of useful life in direct sun, but I did not expect t o  be using 
.-. - -  = . - ~ e  that long. 

S?"erai phone calls failed to locate a ready source of colored poly - ... 
; 3-iladelphia area, so I was forced to  make the skin entirely out 

:' : E a -  poly. I've heard smce that cement supply houses sell white 
:: . 1; 3ur over curing concrete The 8 x 1 0 0  foot roll of clear poly that 

:z.:-t turned out ta be more melky than clear. It had been folded 
- - . - . . , .s- c;'ing t o  make it mare compact. 

: : 3 ~ k  about 2 days tocut  out the plastic This I did wi th the aid of 
:r.: :- jrgular cardboard templates, one 4 9 ~ 1 / 2 "  x 49-1/2" x 49- 
: i ,d  one 49 .112"~  43-1/2" x 43~1/2" .  A one inch margin was 

.; = . -.. - .he edger for heat sealing. The lack of a large clear area for 
- - - "  . .. ;g the plastic was a great inconven~ence. 

--e oanern I developed called for the skin t o  be made up of 5 
-e.s;:-s. 1 pentagon. and 5 triangles. Breaking up the pattern in this 
A S .  3 3wed me to eliminate about half the seams and thus cut down 
.. .. . E -eat sealng necessary. The pattern below was designed to  
- - r e  zzod use of the plasttc and also to make sure than no mare than 
.-.-. - 

:r eces of plastic come together at any one point. Thls helps 
c - -are  hassles when heat sealing I goofed this pan and had some 
':.- ,.?,, seams to  deal wi th Vent openings were cut out and flexible 
. -.= . . . - -. C>S - . screening taped into them. I had ariglnally intended to heat 

xi r - s  screening between two  layers of plastlc, but this dld not work. . .. . - goofed by not checking my work closely enough and ended up 
n 1- E bent in an odd place 

-==. sealing of the seams was done on an ironing board wi th an 
-.. --. . . ; . eectrtc Iron set at "rayon." The seam was sandwiched 
... .c....?e- :wo sheets of aluminum foil: then the tron was run slowly 
.. , . .- . .  e edge Thls takes practice to do properly, but it is really no 
. ..-.. .--" z .= . 3 .  sealing a plastic bag The fnnished seam will iaok bubbly 
- - - . - . - - = . .=.. Y but if properly done it will be strong and absolutely 
* z.s--,C - of if overheated. the plastic shr~nks slightly along the seam. 
.- . . = nr'nkles. If these wrinkles are ailowed to fuse together. they 

.:=. -38r l  and cause leaks when the plastic is opened out. 
- -  - -  - 
; .~,tral seams of the hexasons and pentasons were sealed 

- - . -. . -eq  rle  hexagons were sealed t o  the top pentagon one by one. 
... .- - . e ;ase trlangles and the door were added. The door was cut - - - = - . = . .. -3  piastlc wl th a generous overlap along the edge so that it 

r. 1. 3 -zng :lased by itself. The groundskirt went on last. By this t ime 
r -2 ro~gh l y  sick of heat sealing and glad to  see the last of it. 
.? e?rned since that there are other ways to heat seai  I've heard 

that a Teflon-surfaced iron works. though I haven't tried it. Another 
thino that sounds worth trving is t o  take a 1 0 0  watt  solderinq iron. - - 
grind the tlp flat on one slde, drill a hoie in it. and bolt on a ball bearlng 
so that t sDlns freeiv When the bear~nq is hat it can seal a Ions seam . 
in one pass. An accaslonal spray of silicone lubricant keeps it from 
sticking. A soltd-state light dimmer of appropriate wattage can be 
used to  regulate the temperature. With a little practice. an excellent 
seam should be possible. 

Poly can also be glued (write t o  adhesives manufacturers1 or 
sewn. 

Wlth the heat sealing finished. I cut oversize vent flaps from 
scraps and taped them in place so that the vents could be closed in 
case of rain. Lastly I added the ties by which the skin hangs from the 
frame. A simple way to  do this is t o  place a marble ar pebble inside the 
plastic.fold the plastic around it, and tle a string around the resulting 
neck. 

A worthwhile variation is to substitute a washer or wooden bead 
with a length of cord tied through i t  for the marble. This gives you a 
length of cord hanging down inside the dome. handy for hanging a 
second skln. sunshades. insulation. etc.: while preserving the 
watertight integrity of the skin. 

W h ~ l e  the cord is out. use same to  
outline the triangle that will be the 
door. This takes the strain off the - plastic and keeps it from tearing. 

With the skin finished and lying in 
a great heap on the kitchen floor. I 
was faced with the task of folding it 
into a manageable package. I figured 
Out a folding pian wlth the help of a 

model. and after an hour of wrestlfng. 
the skin was folded into a compact 
bundle. 

Erection of the dome is straightforward. A string tied t o  a peg in 
the ground is used to lay the base struts and hubs out in a circle. after 
Which they are screwed together. Then the base hubs are leveled with 
flat stones or wood scraps. After this is done, the successive courses 
0: trlangles are assembled and screwed together When the frame is 
complete, the large'raln hat' pentagon is pulled aver the top of the 
frame and tied down Hanging the skin ("side the frame takes only 
minutes. Next, the groundskirt is pulled flat and straightened from the 
inside. Then the groudsheet is carried in and lafd dawn. overlapping 
the groundskirt t o  make a weathertight seal Now the finishtng 
touches are added. sunshades are hung, and the proud dome builder 
can admire his handiwork. 

Original Bi l l  of Materials (1971 prices) 

40 8 h lengths of 1 x 3 furring strlp $1500 
I 8 x 100 ft roil of clear 6 mil poiy 1000 

130 1"no 8 wood screws 1 2 0  
scraps of 314" plywood for hubs - 
twme far ties - 

26 steel washers 25 
26 112" screweyes 75 
2 yds 26" f8berglasr screen~ng 2 20 

100 R 2 'polyethylene tape 2 80 
1 roll 2 Slded alumlourn foll vapor barrier (for sun s h a d e 1 3 0  

Total $38 60 



A SIMPLE ZVTENT DOME 
John Prenis 



: x e  pleased with the dome in Canada, We had three good 
.. . 
: . : s . r  :uring the manth we were there, and the dome held up - .r 7 -  30  :eaks. A clear dome is nice t o  be in an a rainy day. You 

~ . . - . - -. . =.; ..: oam and all o f the  light there is It wasfun to lie backand 
- - . - . - . . . . = androps tracing paths-of-fastest-descent over the dome 

1 .  - -2 over. I could see a film of condensed moisture on the 
- . . - . . -. . ..= : -; -- the  ground sheet. Suddenly it was like being in a 
. . - - . - - . .  : ; Water. water. everywhere, but none inside the dome! 

. .  - --. - .  = ... I 11t the domewith candles, and there was a pattering 
.. - -  
: I +  .at.- as all the bugs withln a quarter-mile gathered to  bash 
. . . . - > . 

E _ - - 5  against the plastic From the outside. the dome glowed. 
. . .- ~ u s ,  like anenormous pineapple gumdrop, 

: . . .: ie every morning at sunrise. In a clear plastic dome, the 
IS<.- I:-$5 up like thunder, and you get up wlth the sun. like it or not. 
- .-. - r  af the sun. the dome warmed up very quickly. A big 

:-c.r:zrr 3':he clear plastic wasthe heat bu i ld~up inside. Thedome 
-is 1'22t3  for o ~ l y  part of the day. and once in the open sun, the 
. ,= . : . - - - . .. ..erature would go up to  100". wh le  outside it would be 
. . . - ? - -  -- . . . .tr~angular sunshades cut from aluminized vapor barrier 
-s :$ -F =E,J a lot, but temperatures inside the dome were usually ten 
. . . . . . . . - . , , =: ;....e those outside I was very sorry that I had not been able 
. - . . . . . . . . = .  - . .vhlre poly I had wanted to make 3/5 of the skin from white 
z.: . E - =  f 5 from clear po ly  When settlng up the dome I would have 
. . . . ~  . >  . . -I . .a; zoly faclng north. far llght. and the white poly facxng 
. . . - . - . . . . .. .=-om the heat of the sun. 

I- - ---. = . .he dame lost heat very quickly. Plastic has almost no 
.6- - -  , - 8  , -  , .s b.. and I was grateful for a warm sleeping bag. - -. . 

; =rcer!ence in Canada taught me a number of things. First. the 
.... ;.- - 1 . 5  ;sold with plastic f i lm is not vary permanent. After some 
. . . . .. . . . - ;. ..=. , .. :ne weather. the adhesive drles out and gives up. The tape 
. - - . . . - . . . screens will eventually have to  be replaced-sewn-in 
. . . . . - : :.. ,, . +.r-!d have been much better 

- - I  . ew from the dome is rather murky. The plastic blends 
. . . - - - - ..; . . = -:a a soft blur. To get a clear view of the outside. we had to  
-...-- c . ..A- s-d peer through one of the vents Some small windows of 
. ... . . . . .. . . :cried or sewn ~n to thesk in  would have been nice. . .... - . . s. r t le  problem was the iack of a positive door closure. If I 
- z :  --: - - e  I -e, I would have liked to  put in a ripper or snap 
~ - . . . . . . - . = : : -akes na sense to  screen the windows and leave the door 
. . . : ; -; : : E -  I ended up taping the door shut wl th masking tape each 
. .- .~ .. . <?c= t l e  mosquitoes out 

- -  - -- - ;- - . ..esr . problem with the dame was that the rigid joint 
.. -. . - - = - = 
: .-. r too delicate t o  stand mishandling during erection. With 

. . 
1::~: .:: .ee: of leverage working against The joint. i t  was all too easy 
. . . . - . . . . . :. . = : -1 3, break a hub. The dome had to be very carefully 

handled. which means that I had to put it up all by myself-l sl,-z . 
couldn'ttrust unskilled helpers not to bust something Puning i -  2 

those screws was a real pain. Any unevenness in the ground wo; : 
cause struts to pull out. It was always a chore t o  get the dome sex E :  

"just right" and usually the dome would not "settle down" unri r .% -5  

almost entirely up. And when it was up. I didn'tdare let anyone r -: 
on the frame. 

I decided to  design a new version that would overcame tbes i  
disadvantages It would have to  be rugged, simple to make, and 
~nexpensive. Also. 11 would have to  utilize as many partsfram :-i 
previous version as possible. I finally settled on a hub made of '-..-: 
strip and plywood that thestruts would bolt onto. giving both fie* = T. 
and strength. 

This system may be rather crude and lacking in elegance. c.: r 5 

simple. easy. and anyone ought t o  be able t o  do it. 

The first step was to get some new lumber Buying the r e n  
furring strips was a bit of a shock. Inflation had almost doubec :-E 
price I paid two  years ago. And the new strlps were only 2-1 4 n :t 
as opposed fa  2-5/8" for the old ones. I began to wonder f FE.-2:2 

conduit or PVC pipe would now be a cheaper way to  bulld a do-e 
(Fuller says that if we were to  pay a fair price for the time I-: 

energy Nature uses t o  make petroleum, a gallon of crude o .  v.:. 7 

cost a million dollars. I wonder what a tree is really wonh' 

New Bi l l  of Mater ia ls 

130 2 " X  311 6" stove bolts 
112 lb. 1 112" nails 
4 oz wood glue 
1 sheet 318" exterior plywood. 

sheathng grade 
12 8' lengths of 1 x 3 furring strip 



The best lumber. free of large knots and splits, was saved for the 
- " o  arms The rest was made into struts. I turned all my old struts into 
'el', struts by drilling holes in the ends, ignoring the old notches. Holes 
.*ere also drilled in the ends of the hub arms. The hexagons and 
zeqtagons for the hubs were cut out of 3/8" exterlor plywood w ~ t h  a 
sa3er saw attachment on my 3/8" electric drill About half a sheet of 
; twood was used. 

I developed a special procedure for putting the hubs together. 
Frst. 1 drew lines in pencil t o  indicate where the nails wauld go, then I 
'5:arted" the nails part way into each hex so that they would be where 
1 wanted them later. Next. I set the hub arms into a spectal ilg. This 
:o?slsted of six (or five) triangles of corrugated cardboard nailed t o  the 
o'd door I was using for a workbench 

The idea is t o  hold the hub arms in place while the plywood is 
being nailed on. It worked fine. First the arms were set in place. then a 
generous amount of glue was applied. A hex (or pent) was laid on top. 
z r d  centered. and then only a few hammer blows were needed to sink 
:he nails. Then the hub could be lifted out. flipped over. more glue 
sopiled. and the remaining hex lor pent) nailed on. I 'm sure I used 
mare nails than were necessary. The only remaining step was to screw 
2 an eyehook. and the hub was finished. 

My hubs are strong. but very bulky. They take up almost as much 
i s a ce  as the struts. and they add about 45 lbs. t o  the weight of the 
c rme  I'm not too happy about that. However. this system has the 
:~teresting advantage that it is not limited to  one type of dome. If I 
want to, someday I can use my present hubs and struts as part of a 
a,ger dome-like a giant Tinkertoy. 

Bese hubs-make 10 

need 

20 n s  
10 14-1/2" hub erms 

20 6-1/2" hub arms 

Hex, hubs-make 10 

20 0 , s  

\ lo 14-1/2" hub arms 

n Pent hubs - make 6 

30 6-8" hub arms 

All struts and hub 
arms are drilled 1-3/8" 

-.44 1/2"- 
short-make 30 

. . .,- 
long make35 

The flexibility of the new hub system caused some phenomena I 
hadn't anticipated. I've come t o  realize that dome hubs are of two  
types. Rigid hubs always maintain a fixed angle It's easy to  put up a 
dome with them. because the half-completed structure holds its shape 
due to  the rigidity of the hubs Also. the angle established by the hubs 
helps you make sure that the struts are going lnta the correct - - 

positions. However. you have ta be careful not t o  strain a rigid hub. 
Wi th  the full leverage of a strut wark~ng agalnet it. it is easy to  break 
something. Flexible hubs. an the other hand, cannot be broken by any 
mishandling. They will accept any angle you shove them into without 
protest. However, their flexibility means that any strut structure put up 
with them needs constant support until it is finished. Also the hubs 
themselves do not predetermine the shape of the structure. 

9 



'.'. -5,. xversion of the dome was color coded l ike t h ~  R = red 
B = blue 

are codedin two ways 

- B B 8 

u 
short - B 

I 
/on&, 

:.?::)on goes as follows: First. a stake is driven where the center 
:'--? zome is t o  be. Then a 15-1/2 foot string and some flour are 
... .- .::- . ~ a r k  out  a circle. Ten long struts (not 9, ar 11 i )  are counted 
. . - - -  .... = .distributed around the circle Next the base hubs are placed 
. . - . - . - 
: .. . . e c!rcle. right and left alternating. Then the nuts and bolts 
:-- - -  . . -.--ed onto a large sheet of plastic, and the bolting together 
-.. .. 
. :our people is a good number. First the base ring is bolted 
-:.:).-?- The nuts should be as tight as you can get them with your 
...-.- - = =  If you can afford wingnuts, get them. When the base ring is 
. . . aye it is pulled ~ " t o  a better crc le if necessary-the dome 
- . . - = - .. .. .. ~ a n k y  if the base is not reasonably circular. Next the 
.-=.- . . er of the first row are bolted togeihet. If there is any trouble in 

- -  .=.. . l d b  and strut t o  meetflatly. the hub can usually bewiggled 
... - " . : -erer position As each trlangle is completed. it is propped up 
* - a s : - x  until i t  can be connected to its neighbors. When the flrst 
... . B :a~p le ted.  it will beselfsuppofiing. although wiggly. 

:.r -3 the next five hubs up is tricky. They have to  be put up one 
. . . . - . . . . . ~ . ; ;,> weil supported or they will suddenly flap inward and 

conk you when you least expect it. When one is up. brace i t  like this 
with an extra strut t o  keep i t  from falling inwards When the ring of 
s t r~ tsaut i in ing  the upper pentagon is finished. everyone can breathe 
easy. 

The five spokes of the upper pentagon get special treatment The; 
are bolted to  the last hub while on the ground. Then one person holds 
the hubaver his head while the others bolt the ends of the struts in 
place. This method eliminates the need to stand on something to  get 
the last hub in place. 

With the frame done. the skingoes up as before. Because the 
wider hubs add 1-112 feet t o  the diameter of the dome. I had to  
lengthen the ties an my old skin from 5" to about 12". You can make 
a bisaer skin and have more room inside. -- 

The new version of the dome dtsappointed me in a couple of 
respects. ( 1  guess there never will be a completely satisfactory dome.' 
There's some slop in the joints because i drilled the holes larger than 

1 necessaw. I still can't brinq myself t o  trust anyone's weiaht on the - .  
frame ( I  tried t o  chin myself from the top. bu t  stopped when I heard 

, ominous creaking noises.) The dome is also heavier and bulkier tha? 
I before. I1 70 lbs is 125 Ibs)  However. it is flexible enough to toiera:~ 

assembly by inexperienced helpers. and it isn't bothered by [uneven 
ground. With help. i t  goes up in about an hour. lt'salready been the 

I star attraction at a crafts fair and a klddie carntval. and now that i do? r 
have to  treat it so gently. I expect to have n out a lot more often 

I remember t he f~ rs t  time my dome was erected for a pubilc 
occasion. After it was over, about a dozen young people gathered in 
the dame. We had a lively conversation gang  when suddenly a plum< 
elderly woman crawled in through the door, grasped someone's ha-d 
and began shaking it, saying. "God bless you! You will walk strong I- 
the service of the Lord. Hallelujah!" She began going around the c ~ : c  e 
asklng our names. glving each of us a big smile, a handshake, an oii~ 
the-cuff fortune, and a blessing, A couple frowned. but she radiated 
such warmth and slnceiity that most of us smiled and gave it right 
back. The dome seemed tocontain and concentrate the smiles. the 
good feelings. the exuberance. the pure wacklness of it all. For a 
moment I wondered in the back of my mind if the dome were in 
danger of floating away. 

John Prenis 
16 1 W.  Penn Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19 144 



Our approach to the kdea of dome-as-house was to achieve an 
enclosure as light as the dome of heat and light cast by a campfire in 
the woods. We used a steel tube frame with a one-piece 20 mii vinyl 
skin. and i t  feels quite separate from the interior. which is post and 
beam (gravity-oriented) and mostly wood and soft mater~als. The 
actual space makers IlofI. fuintture. etc I are very fluid-we find 
ourselves moving the furniture constantly. 

The site is on a riverbank among fir, cedar and maple trees, so the 
clear shell is perfect for taking it all in. 

The doorway is sunken so the continuity of the dome is unbroken. 

Same basic information-Ourdome is a 4 frequency aiternate 
26 '  diameter icosahedron. The foundation is 11 concrete footings 
poured in the ground. W e  used aluminum lawn edging sewn togstha, 
wi th wire for forms above the ground. 

There's a bar in each post and footing as an anchor. The floo- 5 i 

2 x 8 ioists. 10 doubled. and 10 s~ns le  wl th 2 x 6. 8, and 10 ra-:.? 



- .  -+ ..i-e I S  gaivanired steel tubing. 049" thick. bolted together 
. . . . . - - . 
. .  :..zs-ed ends. It cost about $100  wholesale from an 

- . . . . . . - 
: . ;.. z-enr co lt's strong enough to hold a person in the 

..-.. .. - . c =.--I w t h o ~ t  bending. 
I .- 5 -  - E 2 0  mil vlnyl. made into one piece on an electrostatic 

. . . . . - . . - . 
: = 4-1 Farm It took2-1 /2  weeks of hard workan a mach~ne - - . - - . - .- - . .  . . . . . - .3me by. lt's got an 18" barthat raps the seam. but 
- - - - - - . . . = 
;.; : - t seam across a vertex that's less than 360" is no fun. 
:. - s . +  1 n.estle and fight with a mountain of plastic. We 
: 5: I. 5-5: ' -21 we made a big mlstake and had two 11 foot repam to 
-. . ~- --. 

=.$ I .= . .he skin is a hassle-5 months of smoke from a wood 
. . . . . . . . . = . pot-bellied heater make it dirty enough that it's hard t o  
- - :.+ r .: 5:t.r a: ntght Running water or a hard. steady ran  and lots 
.- *:i; ::;a : l e  job though. 

- -  -. .. . . - . o u r  pian a ta use panels of polyurethane foam cut 
-- : - I - ;  ES i i? lch  could be moved around as weather and whim 
. ..... - -. . . . --I, could attach at the hub baits. Costswill be about 5200  
.-. . - -  .~ ..-- . . . : ;I-s We made it through the coldest days in the area's 
. .... . - ~ F  - .  . . without insulation, but when the fire died at night. 
. . . - - - . . . - : , =  ' .ze solid. The condensation 'snowed' ("side. 

. s- -  :r :?-We had condensation 'rain' when there was only 
. . . . . . =. . - 

7 . - . . e door. i l t  stopped when we opened another one 
. . . . . . . , , - :  ..... - - e  dome needs one at the top to let the smoke out. 

. ~.... 
z .. ar dome we're building now, we're using cold air ducts 

-. - . . . . - - . . . . . .;ei t o  the center t o  eliminate drafty f loors In our present 
..~.. .. . ; ; r a 5'-15" difference beween  the floor and the level of 

.-. . .. - .  . . 
, .. . .. . " -. .. . -, ew dome, we're using a window/vent designed by 

. - , 2. - - < - - .  . . .. ak of Eugene It opens in all three directions and doesn't 
=e.s.z:.-- . . ges or sealants 

Foundatran $50 
Sand &Gravel $30 
Rental Equip 520 

Floor $210 
Jolnts $60 
Flooring $120 
Sta~rway $30 

Frame 5130 

Skin 5200 

Chrrnney 536 
Rentals 580 
Digging lfoundatlon and siairwelll 

20 ,man hours 

200 man hours 

20 man hours fabricatlo. 
30 man hours erection 

130 man hoursfabricaror 
30 man hours erectlo" 

5 man hours 

100 man hours 

All together we spent about $750 and 5 0 0 ~ 6 0 0  man-hours o r  
the dome itself, not counting the whole septlc tank, pump and b~ c -I 
inspector trips, or the days of struggling wi th the sktn before 
discovering i t  was put together wrong. necessitating patches It as: 
doesn't include the insulation ($1 501. vent/hardware 1525-501, f:c-1 
and deck doors (560-1201, a bathroom ( $ 7 5 1  501 or any other f l -  3 -  

work It also doesn't include incalculable weeks hanging out WIT? I-e 
dome, admiring. fantaslring, waiting. 

What all thls adds up to  is the most beautiful place i've Ived :- 
There's nothing better than a round clear house for feeling one's p - 7  
in the environment and rs cvcles. You don't have to 00 to a winoc;., 1: 

see the sky or the river-it's lust all roght here. 
I hope all this rambling is useful to someone 

Ed Cooley 
Star Route 
Marcola. Ore. 97454 



1. First calculate the square footage of your skin area. 
2. Calculate gores by determining first the width of cloth you are t o  

use (this determtnes the widest part of the gore or panel]. 2 panels 
(I & r )  make up 1 gore. Add skin (depends on tie down 

technique). See details. 

I 

PRNEL 
I 

! 
I 

I 

3 1 usually use fire and water proof canvas that only comes io  30" 
and 31" widths. So these are a panel. For a hemispherical skin. 
the wldest point is at the base. As an example we will start wi th 
29" widths at base. 

4. Allot 1"for double seams. Another allocation arconsideration at 
this step is the shrinkage rate of the cloth used. All organic cloths 
have some shrinkage (usually 2%~5%)  and vinyls. glasses and 
nylons do not. They do. however. "stretch". so probabiy should be 
given no tolerances. 

I 5. The math for spherical skins is much easier than those of elliptical 
oiofiles. See the secttan on calculations. 

I 6. After calculations a template should be made. I suggest using a 
large floor area and a 20 '  flexible wood batten. Loft and plot the 
points but use the wood batten to  get a "natural" curve from point 
t o  potnt. Add your seam allowance to the template. 

7. At thls point recheck all caiculations and the template. 
8 .  Cutting should be done on a table. Alternate the template t o  

conserve cloth. Mark and roll-up or fold and store i n  a dry h i d e  
environment. 

9 Fabrication: Sew from top to  bottom as any s l t ~ ~ a q e  will cause 

I spiraling of the total membrane. i f  using organic materials use 
polyester dacron thread (silicone treated) as i t  does not shrink and 
the cloth will close around needle holes to give a waterproof seal. 
If using nylons. dacrons. or vinyl laminates, a polyester thread is 
advisable but a waterproof seam design (French felt, over-lap and 
tap stitch. etc.1 should be used. 

10 Sewtng machines: A home model (domestic) machine can be 
used for light nylon. or cotton canvas. but nothing over 3 or. For 
heavier cloth an industrial machine can be rented (Yellow Paqes 

I under Industrial Sewing Machines). For large membranes 13000 
sq. tt. and over1 a puller is recommended on the machine. 

1 T h r e a d  S i ze  a n d  N e e d l e s  

I For l~ghtwetght cloth. use a # 2 4  dacran thread. 12 t o  1 4  needle 
For 3 to 8 0 2 .  use a #16  thread wlth 1 6  or 18 needle 

I For 1 0  oz. and above. use #12 thread. Use 2 0  to  2 2  needle. 
Usually cloth, threads. webbings. clear vcnyls, etc.. can all be bought at 
one place. 

33 



- :h t3  calculate the shape of the gores for a hemnspherical skin. 
' Declde on the necessary diamefer 
; F 3 d  the circumference. Circumference=3.14 x diameter. 
3 Determine the width of thegores. To do this. decide on the 

--mber of gores and divide mto the circumference to  find out how 
w c e  :he gores will be. 

2 : - e  w.dth=  c~rcumference 
number of gores 

' 1-5 r e s ~ I t  is wider than your material, try a smaller number. 
:--emberthat a gorecan be made up of t w o o r  morestnps of 

-=.:. 2 T h e  greater the number of gores, the smoother the skln will 
-. .-- 3-C :,e more work you'li have puttlng i t  together.) Multiples of 5 
z - r  ;sod io! skins made to  be hung inslde domes, Many of the tie 

points can be made to  fall on seams. and the tie po~nts  can be sew- 
right into the seams. 
4. Determine the length of the gores Gore length=clrcumfererce 

4 
5. To make a template having the exact shape of the gores, tape 

together several large sheets of paper until you have a piece :ne 
length and wldth of one gore. Draw a llne down the center and 
divide i t  into 10 equal sections. Determine the width of each of 
these div~sions by multiplying the numbers below by the 
maximum gore wjdth Carry your results out to four places Ma.. 
off these lengths from both sides of the center ilne. and then c-E;. 
a smooth curve through the points Take care in laying out ;.oL. 
template. because any error will be multiplied by the number c'  

gores. 

I 



Details and Miscellaneous Notes 
. . 
--..s - .stening the membrane to  the structure 

a use a batten fastened to the base struts or the deck 

3 use an attached skm wlth a catenary curves 

I. "dews vents doors 
Metal frame use p v c plpe wlth sheet metal screws as described 

2 .  Jay Baldwln in Domebook2.p 43 

Wood frame: use battens to  fasten skin around apenlngs. With a 
T t e  ingenuity. openable flaps can be dr,,,ised The top vent can be 

overs~zed. 
.A. whole lot hasn't been done in detailing membranes. Expe~~ment.  

S;op chafing at hubs by puttlng same coffee can iids over them. 

For nomadic skins a one~piece membrane with minimal openings s 
suggested. 

The inter-Galactic Tool Co in Sen Francisco has a nice "huno" 
membrane dome that folds up 
Resources in California 

United Textile & S u ~ ~ l v  Co.. LA . .  . 
Envirotecture.P.0. Box 307. 
Newhall. CA 9 132  1 
Canvas Specialty. LA. 

J i m  Sparks. S.F 
Inter-Galaclic Tool Co.. S F  

Insulation of canvas membrane framed structures: 
John Nolan said we could swav 1" af foam on the first skin and then . . 
put on an outer skin. This could be used for any type of structure. 
For nomadlcs: use 1"stvrofoam cut into triangles and inserted inslde 
between struts. Would look good and be well insulated. 
Notes on minimal surface tension membrane structure: 

I have built several-One hyperbolic saddle. 2500 sq. f t  
One pentagonal over a geodesic frame. 

~ -~~~~~ .- 

New reinforced oolv and vinvl is ava~lable f rom Grilolvn Texas . . 
Extra strong. clear colors, can be heat-sealed. sewn, taped. Good prce. 
Carey Srnoot 
Envirotecture 
Box 3 0 7  
Newhall. CA 9 132 7 
(805) 2 5 5  0446 



Ervin 
- E xz-ted in the Portland (Oregon) Public Library. We were 

:.I. -; ':.books about Japanese houses. and on the same shelf there 
I- 3 ; - e 3 0 0 k  1. We took it home and gat pretty turned an by the 
.. . .. - 
..?= . -. d ng a dome. We spent a month with plastic straws and 
. . . . - . - . - .- : . models, and by the time we moved to  the country we felt 
- 5  n ? - 9  -.=try ready to  build a reai dome We decided to  start out 
r :- 5 ' 2  s z e  model-that was one of the best decisions w e  made. 
P'.? 1;: 3 j ad  of 1 x 2's .  and ripped them up into struts for a 13' - - - . . . . - . .. . . ... We were golng to  stmply wire the hubs together by - -. -. 
m :. = ,A re through holes in the ends of the struts, then s t a ~ l e  on 
. ...-. -. . .. .. .e:^ylene and use it as a garden shed/greenhouse/campost 
I : .+. .'.a -ad a lot of friends over one day and started putting it u ~ .  . . 

:. r-e t ime we had two  courses up we began to  wonder. It was 
. . - . . - - . . -. . . . ;. .,e r h n g  was going to  be too heavy to hold itself up wi th our - -+ -.:I a:d it was going to take some intricate scaffolding to  get 
- . . . . . . - - .. ..-me on. and besides. it sure didn't look like 13 feet across 
~. - I . . ; -3nsideration. it became clear that we were building a 26' 

-. .. - ;. -g put I = 13 (instead o f d  = 13) into the chord 
. . . . . . -. . . . . . .. . : Two days later. we had two complete sets of struts, this 
- -. ... . ' 5 '  domes. Second time around it went up a lot easier. and 
. .. .-. . . . a -  the wire hubs were not really strong enough for anything 
- . . . . . . . . - 3 Todel. by the end of the day I was hangtng securely in a 
: ..r strung across the middle of the dame - .. . ., Z .  . = .:me. Domebook 2 was out and we felt really confident of 

- . - -  .. z .  r. :c nandle the equations, and familiar enough wlth the strut - . - . .- . . - .: = 3 .. ge: t on with the full sized dome. We decided not t o  go too 
: I- .I: :e enough for a waterbed and two  people t o  be comfortable. 
E v , +  $+- :- .- 3n a 16 '  diameter. 3 frequency vertex zenith. alternate 

. =:*::,.- dome We were living in Molalla. Oregon. on 4 0  acres of 
I I.; ?I ' .  a: the foot of the Cascades and in the heart of Crown 
. . .. . . - - -  - . . .. '.Veyerhauser, etc. The only t ime we even began t o  

. . . . . . . . 
:.. =. = ?:-em was when we rented a 17'truck and went down to 
... ... - . . .. . -  They had a big pile of odds and ends. all the way from . . * . . -  . - : .a 2 x 12's and everything in between. We got one whole 
-- -. ~ , ~ : = -  .* -, :selected odds and ends and another truckioad of rough 

I.: ; r 2 3 '3r $40-more than enough lumber for the dome and all 
. . . . . . . - . . : .-ding needs. . - ;- . .- .:c our site on the crest of a hill looking out over the 
, :-ixs >,a!ey with the Sunset on one side and the sun rising out af 

the Cascades on the other. We cleared some brush inor t o  - 5 - :  I- :-+ 
Doison oak), sot high uo there a couple of tlmes, and sot t s  i ic- . .  I 

I almost touching the ground at one side, and 3 ' u p  an tee i:-5. .'.e 
decided an an octagonal platform. 17 '  across (because t ~ ? :  :.es 1 
enough for the dame. and also the length of our longest f a>,kcz.: 
The platform was constructed quite easily in two days w.:: : rE - 5  : :' 
several friends. First we sank the corner pasts 14 x 4 s  an; t'e :--r+- 
post (8  x 101, all coated with creosote and ievelled across :-e :rz 
Then we put on the side and radiating girders (2  x 10 ' s .  the- c z - a  5 
2 x 4 joists 18" on center. Finally we laid down the floor 05 zre--:: -; 
1 x 4's and 1 x 6'5, wlth a layer of 15# roofing felt undernea:' :r *-+: 
out drafts. We nailed the floor down with cement coated f l c o  -; - ?  i 

sowe dldn't have any problem with warping boards or poop -; - 2  : 
But we dod have a little drylng problem-we put the boar& J;... - ;: 
green that in a month there were 1/4"cracks between the- - - s - . i  
t o  the raoflng felt i t  wasn't much of a problem. but one wa, 3 :i .A; 

advised to  use dry. seasoned lumber an the floor 

I For the skeleton of the dome we decided on 2 x 2 srr,rs 
connected (as in the Pacific Domes) with steel strapplrg 2 - c  <:I: 1 - 5  

of pipe. We used plastic A.6 S. waterpipe. which convene-:  . I?-+ - 

the twddiameters we needed. 2-1/2" and 3" o d .  The str~:s .A; 

ripped and drilled in a day, and the strapper we ientec i\ r -  2 t i - ? +  

strapping for a week. The skeleton went up fast-we 2:-ir-.:I-: 

some hexes and pents on the ground and lifted them -: - r zr 1 - 5 -  

struts went in one by one on the upper courses It :so< .s :.'.: : z .  5 

but we went swimming in between We lett out ore : z - :  t:i -;: -:- 
our door. and framed up a tall rectangle inside it T-e c ; ; c 5 :  :-:: e -  

. .,. - I  ' we had here was when we wake up one morning s -c ' r - -=  1-1 

dome had slid off the platform and tipped onto tce s.:--: - E - I- 
wind overniqht. We t imed  it back uo into  lace. ie=E .e= ? 'E.,. : -:.+- 

I 
- . . 

hubs and immediately took the sensible step of bo r -; r: r- ;  
~ la t f o rm .  Theskeleton was extremelysold then, E-2 t .e  s r+- -  5 : - -  

I ' time just climbing around on it. 
We gave a lot of consideration t o  the male-a , ;e :.t-~ :I . -: . .: 

use fortheskin of thedome. and ultimately our =+: 5 1- -i: i 1 : 
do with our conception of what the dome was r: r e  .'. - i - ... e i  
intended as a real sheiter. we didn't know hob  2 - ;  ,,.+ I: - I  I 
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x in Oregon. but we knew it wasn't going to  be too long. We wanted 
:a use some 'organic' material that wouid fit in  wi th the surroundings 
a?d wouid aieo be camfortabie and aesthetic t o  be inside. We had 
.:sited a fellow in  Portland who had built a small dome in his backyard 
a;d skinned i t  wi th patchwork canvas scraps which had been really 
- ie and homey. and we liked the concept of a lightweight skin as in a 
13,. There is in fact a small company on the Oregon Coast which 
~ a k e s  tipis t o  order. and so when a friend of ours was going to  the 
cDast, we sent h im to ftnd out what material they used for their tipis. 
a?d where to  get it. and so on. 

Apparently they were friendly and helpful there, and our friend 
:ame back with a handful of samples. They use both synthetic and 
-atural duck (basically canvas. duck just refers t o  the weave) in a 
.a-ery of weights. from about 10 oz. t o  16 az. (per square yard). The 
: 31 makers recommended the synthetic. primarily because of its longer 

'e expectancy. What we decided on was 12 oz. cotton canvas duck. 
-,a;ine treated' which means it's waterproof and rot~resistant 
jes~des being mare arganlc and having a nicer feel t o  it, it was about 
-alZas expensive as the synthetic. coming out t o  about $1 a yard. on a 
r: 36" wide. We ordered two  rolls. or about 100 yards, from the 
:n-pany in Oakland. California. and it arrived about 3 days later. 

We put it on the skeleton with galvanized roofing nails. Our 
-elhod was to wrap the canvas around as many triangles as i t  would 
22-nieteiy cover. then cut it off. reposition it. and keep going. Where 
n e  ?ad vertical seams we put in a "French seam" (doubly folded. like 
2 ,  oiue jean legs), and on horizontal seams we just let it overlap to  let 
:-e water run off. We left two  side hexes open for windows. and the 
::o vertex pentagon for a skylight. It rains a lot in Oregon. and so we 
2 sc built a little pointed overhang over the door and covered it with 
:a:vas. That addition really made the dome look inviting, and brake up 
r-e symmetry of the form just enough to  make it interesting. Where 
:-e canvas met the platform at the base of the dome we foided it 
-7der and glopped on some emulsified asphalt base. After the first 

pretty poor. Anyway, we finally got it to where the leak was slow 
enough so that we could just hang a can under it and sleep in Peace 
The matter of skylights must be carefully thought out. After that b a r e  
h e  just decided to  leave the paly in place on the windows. 8s it was 
doing quite well. 

We moved into our dome about March. wi th the skin arid 
windows and door pretty well settled. We  had no insulation in the sk - 
and we were considerins what t o d o  for that we when we moved I? . 
The canvas we used was natural flnlsh. sort of off-white. and 
translucent. Being inside the dome when the sun was shining was a r  
incredible experience. as the walls (roof?) all glowed with a warm. 
beautiful light. We  decided not to put in any insulation at ail. Had w e  
lived in the dome in January. our decision might have been temperec 
bv the cold. I think w e  probably would have decided on styrofoam 
trlangies pressed tnto place. as they would be somewhat translucert 
still. 

Well. our stay in Oregon came to  an end in the middle of June, s z  
we only enjoyed the finished dame for a few months. But we really 
enioved it for that time. and I think livinu in  it caused a re-evaluator :' . , . 
our (at least my) concept of shelter. away from the notlon of a cave : c  
a much more ooen. soaclous. I#uht. celesttal ldea I've lust been - 
reading Frank Lloyd Wright. and i t  seems that's what he was 
discovering too. So I guess that says something about the evolution c' 
ideas. 

Building the dome was just as much of an experience as living 1: 

it-we learned a lot. In retrospect. it was a goad decision to  declde 1.3 
build lightweight and temporary in nature. as that way we didn't hai'e 
t o  invest so much and were able t o  leave i t  in June with no real 
material hangups. I guess it's still standing there. though I imagine : - e  
polyethylene in the windows has probably blown out unless someo-e 
has been taking care of it. 

The house w e  build this summer in Maine probably won't be a 
dome. but we sure had a good time with our dome. and it was a g o m  

With the skin in place, all we had left were the windows. On the 
s:des w e  just stapled some clear poly in  place, thinking that we would 
e.,entually glaze in some glass. We dectded to  glaze in the skyiight 
werhead. using piexiglass instead of glass forsafety All I can really 
say I S  that was by far the biggest hassle we had on the entire dome. 
Frst of all. we cut the plexi wi th out circular saw. which was 
d%culous.  It should just be scribed and broken. like glass. Second. our 

azing technique was a little primitive: we nailed in a quarter round 
'.arne, then some glazing compound. then the plexi, then another 
z l s l e r  round frame. in each of the five tr~angles. It leaked. It kept 
eaklng for several weeks. while we kept trying different ruses. Mare 

~ t y l  caulk. more strips of wood. more canvas: we tried everything i 
c dn't know about rubber extrusions then, and our whole design was 

.. . -: ' uf rrle aspnull wasnr.0 a w a ,  21 u ro we (lor some t.ue5 r f  

. . . . . ? x r  :h.. 6 an0 unu it ilga n Tnat uorkrd m..cn on'tar 

Lumber +$I7 truck rental S L: 

Canvas . q- 
(though we only needed about $70 worth) L "  

Strapper (including rental and materials) 2 E 
Piexiglass (it is expensive) 2 :  - - 
m a n e a u s  (nails. caulk. etc.) - - 
Total S2.E 

I n C ,  :u qe: n : ~  no.seu, uln5 anu c ear aady a or "1 esral ? '  b J 

c.e:ur-cen: uns 31 (1 mlb.:on< 09s  Brearu<,wc ;rf < (st 

Stephen and Sure Ervin 
19 Day Sfreef 
Box 29 
Cambridge. Mass. 02140 



Scott Sims 
Thls three frequency ~cosahedron was bu~ l t  in the fall of 1970 1 equal ventilation On a hunting excursion I found a rbghteous old wood 

,.:;r :rle Etlrrbt,trg Roao nelvrecn Rr ce d l a  avo rlorlc,ucn n t,e I CCJL .rr,?.v .1 q1..0 snap" url a,, aoanao.)eu ranrn and more0 I -.u 

< 18.1 s Peas area of  nonncrn Ca lorn a on i . le Pepper~ooa  k 415 2:namr .-tt n j  a s l ~ ~ e p  p r  no e 1 8  one of  tne top tr any cs Tn? 1.:: 

Commune. It is a 30'diametei 5/8 sphere with the longest strut 6 '  
long. I was building a 50' diameter Dyna Dame far the owner of 160  
choice forest acres, leveling l a ~ d ,  developing springs, and putting in a 
sewage system. We built this dame to  live and work in while we were 
developing the land and building the big permanent dome. We  made 
rhe struts from the 2 x 6'5 we used for the Dyna Dome foundation 
forms. First we ripped them into 2 x 3's. and then we ripped them 
again at a 7' bevel ,1110 1 1 / 2  x 2's. Next we cut the t ip angles. 
assembled the struts onto triangles, and drilled bolt holes. When that 
was done. we invited all our neighbors and put it up that Saturday All 
the chlcks who lived on our land cooked quantities of food and we 
feasted an roast venison that night, with the triangles in the sky 
around us. The framework fit together like a dream. Each tier of 
:riangles is flimsy until completed. and then it becomes super stable 
Always start from the bottom and work up wlth this kind of dome 
Don't put the top triangles together and then try t o  lift them up-that 
:s impractical and breaks many struts and is extra work. Build the 
>attom tier first 

Three frequency icosahedron structures have 15 slded bases as 
30th 5/8 and 3/8 spheres. We  put in 15  equidistant Douglas fir posts 
r a circle and one in  the center. Then we put in radial floor joists and 
sheeted them with plywood. We bull1 a trapdoor down into the 3 foot 
d y  crawl space under the floor which we fllled wl th oak and madrone 
i!-ewood for the winter. We  sheeted the dame framework wi th 6 mil 
zolyethylene fi lm (trade name Vlsqueenl It comes in rolls of 1OO'x 
23' We taped three of these rolls tagether wl th 4"Lwde Arno sheet 
  eta tape. fed i t  up through one of the triangles in the top pentagon. 
a ~ d  let i t  roll down the sides of the dome 

We held the plastic firmly t o  the framework wlth a network of 
-anla rope from the top to  the pier posts. The excess plastic and 

cost was $326.76. 
When the winter rains came. all of the city hlpptes l w n g  in muslin 

teepees on our land moved into the dry cozy dome. We  put the candle 
factory workshop area along one edge and sleeping and eating areas 
on the remaining floor space. 

I had helped build plastic cavered domes befate when we had cut 
individual triangles out of plastic and then tacked them to  the struts 
with strips of lath and plywood batt~ng. but everywhere there was a 
hole. there would eventually be a leak. As the wood got wet and dried 
~t would swell and shrink. pushing the nail out farther and farther. 
rnaklng larger leaks as the winter went an. By making the skin one 
cont'nuous piece. we eliminated thls problem, but created others. The 
flapping of the plastic during wind and rain storms eventually wore 
microscopic hales in the poly f i lm as it rubbed against the wooden 
surface. Plastic is waterproof, but will not breathe. Water cannot get 
In. but it cannot get out. either. As the coffee pot steams and people 
track water inside, moisture condenses on the inside walls, runs down 
and creates miniature storms inside. I often tripped on the storm 
clouds forming near the top of the dome The dome had a total 
atmosphere of its own. like a miniature earth system. 

Our thin plastic skinned dame made it through the wlnter. but 
180  inches of rain made living in the dome quite like laving an a shlp 
Once when we had 90 m l e  per hour winds, the plastic ripped loose 
where it was taped together, and we had to  make immediate repairs i n  

the mlddle of the night. The most severe test came in mid~Decembei 
when we woke up to  a foot of wet snow coveting our whole dome. I 
was used to  looking out on forest green and blue sky and the pure 
white was really a surprise. I got up and built a fire and lay on my back 
Plastic has very little insulation value and as the dome air warmed, the 
snow began to melt against the plastic and fall off in triangles-the 

... 7 %  CI nerc t j r e r l  ~ . . t  0) ro ng [ l o  I, as1 bt tile ooll8, 11 ara..nd t'le I l>orrorv~ 1 er f r ;I 1n1.n 1nc srcona anc tner, tr e i r  ang es aro.n<r 1 .e 

. .. -.,< .. A e  3.4 a 2 foul  1~co.ll i l r u . ~ ~ ~  lf8r >rrtulelef 01 lne nume an0 lop one u) one he q gd'lr .' I,VI' . :wn ny is  indn, fa:e!e, e . e  
c.wd the edges of the plast~c thereby holdlng the plastlc secure and I 

the sun shone in on the domers Really amazing-the dome shape 

: eventng waterfrom runnlng under our dome hame when 11 ra~ned I d~str~buted the heavy snow load so evenly that the th!n plastlc ftim dld 

C - t  an airflow vent in the top triangle of the dame for an air exlt and not even leak 

' ,e evenly placed wall vents around the base n the plywood floor for Polyethylene fllm is not clear but is somewhat mllky-a llttle 
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. s..? . z :::Ted Objects outside are easily recognizable W e  have :=- :. .. = . .- .. .iatch deergrazeearly in the morning from instde our 

. .. . . ... z n :I:- lawke fiy over, fallow the patterns and motions of the 
- . , . - - . . < . . . < . . : -. .; - a t  night-but plastlc domes are deflnltely for summer 
-. -.- . = = - .rzrm weather climates. Plastic is a poor insulator and only 

. .. - =,., ---. - --;, ees dtfference separates the inslde and the outside-almost . -. . . . . . : =;. :ss Not the  deal covering for the Rocky Mountain weather. 

.--- . .; -. : .. s h e r  layer of plastic on the inside of the struts would 

r -:. :t 5 3ead air space between for insulation. 
- . -I n a dome is mind expanding with ail that space around 

. . . . .==- ... 'ye acoustics of a dome provides many sharp clear sounds. 
- - -  - -"-  
: .: ., , t,,g~y notes t o  some extent. Learn about domes by living in 
--. .. - . = .= .,.iare, watch incense flow, feel. hear. and see what it does to 
. .--- .. ma body and soul. 

3.. - -  the sprlng and summer of 1970  my partners. Gary Abbot1 

r-: 3-r-7 waney and I built a 26'diameter dome wlth 530sq. ft. of 
. . . . . - . - :.;.?on our Synapse Ranch 1 0  miles south of Lander. 
-'. .:- - 2  We poured a slab on grade forindation and floor and used 
-. -- 3 .  ; - . ~ s  patented connectors t o  put up a 2 x 4 framework wlth 

. -... - . . - , ;:a . . :esr laminated plywood coveting. We failed t o  use enough 

. - 7  - . . . . ... gauze and matting when we applied the resin and in cold 
+ll--. = - - c e ,  hairline cracks have formed. allowing moisture t o  
- -  - -  - . . .. - 31e rhe plywood. W e  bought some Huskylite, which sealed up 
- . . -. - . . . e leaks. Huskyllte is a rubberlred asphalt wi th aluminum 

flakes. a material simllar t o  steep roofing tar. It's a product of the 
Husky Oil Co. and seems to  work well for sealing domes. It expards 
and contracts w i th  the rest of the dome during temperature changes 

We bull1 a second story sleeping loft over one half of our dome 
From the livnng room side all of the dome symmetry is visible and fm- 
the loft you can look all around and below The twelve slded 
octahedral geometry provides for equal proportlonfng of space. V i e  
have four fiberglass skylights in the top, windows facing the four 
winds. and a pot-bellled wood stove in the center providlny excel eF: 
even heatlng and air ctrculation as well as lighting 

From Highway 267. a half mile away. our silver dome looks I k e  2 
huge diamond crystal sitting on top of the h~l l .  sparkling in the scn 

Domes hold up well in the severe Wyoming weather-winds flaw 
evenly around as there are no large fiat surfaces. snow loads are shec 
evenly, the shape blends with and complements the rugged mount - -  
environment. 

W e  have recently developed eight sizes of dames which ma:, be 
purchased in kits of bolt~together panels for the owner who wan:s :; 
build a dome but is too busy t o  make the components hjmself. 
Synapse domes have been desgned with FHA building code 
minimums in mind. Write to: 
Synapse. Inc. 
Box 554 
lbnder, Wyon~ing 82520 
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The Personal Dome was designed to  offer privacy and f lex ib~ i ty  
iar  internal arrangements of space. Its structure allows for 
interconnection wi th other domes. ifig 1 

The Personal Dome geometry was derived from the 
dodecahedron which consists of 12 pentagons (fig. 2a). This polygon 
was chosen as it ylelds strut locations which allow access to the 
interior wi th minnmum disturbance o i  the structural elements. The 
Personal Dome is 6 1 1 0 t h ~  of a spherical dodecahedron or a "611 0 
sphere" (fig. Zbl which is a 'natural'division and requires only one odd 
length strut t o  deal with. A rather large number of subdivisions of the 

!:iansles was selected as it facilitates installation of such thinas as . 
doors, w~ndows. sheathing. insulation, and affords geometric 
similarity The side struts arising from the foundation are essentially 
ienlcal, and provide generous standup room along the dome 
sertmeter on the inside. The geometric similarity permlts five evenly 

spaced access portals which are important t o  have when considering 
the community assembly of domes. lndiv~duality of design willderive 
from solutions t o  localized environmental problems. For instance. 
consider a community of personal domes. jo~ned wtth passage ways. 
The form and shape of the passages will be determined by the terrain 
and the unique social aspects of each community 

The Dodecahedron 

Before proceeding further, we should define the elementary 
geodesic terms. Frequency denotes how each pentagon is broken 
down. The Personal Dome is a two  frequency dome.' A spherical 1 

1 frequency 2 frequency 

freq, dodecahedron consists of 12 pentagons or 6 0  equal triangles- 
each pentagon containing 5 of the 6 0  triangles (fig. 4a and 4 b l  In a 
t w o  frequency dodecahedron each of these triangles breaks down snto 
4 smaller triangles. making 4 0  triangles total. To visualize this. start 
wi th one of t h e 6 0  triangles in the l i requency dodecahedron. It has 

6 0  equal triangles 5 equal triangles w ( e 2 x t l ? n e  
per pentagon edge is a stru; 

each eaual triangle is 
subdivided for strength 
into four triangles 

'(Ediror's note: The Personal Dome can also be considered as a 4v icara 
rr;acan dome.) 



:. . . aqd increase the s tand~up floor area as well) 

figure 5 

: frequency 
-----n 

2 frequency 3 frequency 

Y e  slrurs are the pieces of material out of which the geometric 
:.s-D .work is constructed: in fig. 4cfor example, each line is a strut 

z-; :here are 9 struts altogether. 

The strollength is determined by deducting a uniform dimension 
f-om each hub~to-hub distance. This dimension is determined from the 
specific hub design lfigs. 8. 9. and 10). 

For the 2 frequency dodecahedron there are 4 strut lengths (fig. 6 
and table 1). Multiply the chord factor (column 3 t a b l e  1) by the 
: a d l ~ s  in inches: then deduct 6 114 inchesfrom that number: this wil l  
be 1% strut length for the hub design which is included In this same 
%annei. any size dome may be calculated. 

The struts are connected to  each other by hubs. These connecting 
hubs are made of 314-inch exterior-grade plywood: eg . ,  used concrete 
iorms. The connectors are made of hardwood dowels which are 
shazed into 3/4-inch daameter pegs. The hubs are inserted inro the 
5a&n siots at the ends of the struts, and the pegs are pushed into 
 ace ifig. 71 The holes are all pre-drilled to give the necessav 
precision andassure ease of assembly and structural integrity 

peg hole . 

strut 

Strut Construction 

The struts are made from 2 x 4's cut to the exact strut length 
:able 1 ! Code the ends 8. G, or R.  as thecase may be. Try to cut the 
la ter la l  so that knots in the wood are avoided at the ends where the 
slots. the slot hales. and the peg holes will be cut (fig. 7). After making 
i 'ew of the completestruts. place them on the plan ifig 12) t o  
conform with the outline of the strut end as shown to check your 
wcikmanship. Inaccuracies in the beginning wil l  be paid for later when 

If dowels cannot be purchased they can be made by drlv ng as:  :. 
of hardwood throuqh a block of steei whlch has the proper slze k c  EE 
drilled in it. Another feature of the hub design is that poles may c e  
substituted for dimens~oned lumber. This alternative can be impc'a-: 
in the bush. 

Making the Hubs 
Cut plywood hubs accardtng t o  the pians lfigs 8.9.  and 10 

Make throe master templates from the plans and then transfer r - 5  

outlines o f the  hubs and hole centres t o  the plywood pa-E s -.\: : L~ 
inch 4-t l .  by 8-ft. panels are sufficient ro make er iougl~ ' .;i ' :  :-r 
dome. TheG hub is to be installed d~rectionaliy, meanin; :--I - - 5  r?- 
of hub on which the hales are drilled mare closeiy toget-e. - .i: :: -- 
tuwards the blue IB! hub. The R hub hoies are evenly sc=-- -  ~ .. = - -  - 

therefore have no speciflc directionality. The same fo. 1-5 E - 5  -.: 
(01. 

The hub. strut. and peg system (Peg-AStrut '  bas..? r-5- -;:: 
to failure at five times the design load by the B C  Tech-: :;. re-:-= - 

Vancouver, B.C. 

.-... ,, z ~ e s  , f ig 4c) and i t  is subdivided into 4 smaller triangles by 
1 .  : -g each edge in two (this is done in such a way that the edges 
.r :e2 - t o  curve outward-fig. 5). Dividing each edge in two gives 
.:- -3.e strength. As you increase the frequency you get closer t o  a 

42 

assemblina the dome frame in the field 



table 2 - hub specifications 

Far the  16-ft. diameter dome only 

color Type ~ v m b e r  ,,irenu, 
Code Required Angles 

blue 8 5 all 72' 
green G 33 55" 14' 

61-33, 
63' 13' 

red R 34 all 60- 

7 ' x  4'f1r, spruce or cedar economy grade or 550 lineal feet 
better 

1 4 x  8 ' x  3/4" exterior waterproof sheathing 2 panels 

materials l ist 

I ";gr,.de I 20 pcs.  7'1 0" to 8' I 
and 50'iandom length 

4' x 8' x 318" exfersor waterproof sheathing 
olywood grade 
2 r 4 fir or cedar economy grade or 

(luantity Material 

bener 
f~~ndat~onposts  I1 ll cedar. 6"dlarneter 
doweling 314" dlarneter f8r or hardwood 

I I I TYPe 

roofing paper 

shingles 
nsulation 

asphalt impregnated 
breather-type 

1 refer to tables 1 asrequired 

40 lineal feet 
5 l00'rolls 

I 

Table 1 -strut specifications 

Type Number Chord 
Required Factor 

18 panels 

100'iandom length 
Hub Centre Strut 

10 LBngfh 
Hub centre 

28 9/16" 22 3/8" 
33 114" 77" 
33 314" 27 112" 
34 13/16" 28 518" 
18 118" 14 718" 

'note:  RY is rhe oddor 'rrunuocafed'rtrut 

The F o u n d a t i o n  

One of the baslc reasons for using domes is lhev light weight and 
the fact that loads on the shell bear evenly along the whole perimeter 

of the dome Consequently very small des~gn loads are ~mpased on 
the floor f ram~nq and the foundation To mlnlmlze foundat~on cast a 

either 

nail 4" ctrs. 

3" galv. 

2x6 joist 



- 5  E-z z 3i::m supported on posts is recommended. Here. the small 
.- .. ;. 350phy of design demonstrates economy. Since the floor 

$=I-- 2.5 5-ort, very light weight joists may be used. To support a 40 
-. - .  . .? load. 2 " x  6" jolsts are adequate. Or, if 2 x 4-inch studs 
. : . . - - . . , . - .ommonly availabie an inverted 'T' beam may be fabricated 

.. . . e r  frg. 131 
- -E  : O I S ~ S  connect t o  ten SIX-inch diameter posts which are buried 

. . ..- . .. ., aund A csntre-post serves to  divide the floor span so that 8~ 
.... : 5:s may be used. All joists are installed radially. like the spokes 
: z - a n d  intermediate nailing joists are installed on 2-foot 
:e-:-as which give the finished floor frame the appearance of a spider 
h e r  ' ~ g  151 

i';er:he foundallon and floor framework have been erected. the ---- -.-...I- of the floor joists may be sheathed with insulating board. by 
. . -g  10 :he bottom of the jo~sts. Where Inverted 'T' beams are used. 
r -+  - ~ ~ ~ a i ~ n g  board is fitted between the radial joist and is supported - T ,  -. fianges. The tops of the joist are covered wlth conventional 
--..-- . = pater ia ls This floor system may enable the space between 
1-2 , z  s! lo oe utilized as a return air plenum for a space-heating 
S.S:e- 

Z+red 2. required 

l required 

figure 17 



The plywood hubs are fastened on top of the foundatton floor [fig. 
131 

The dome can be assembled using the parttally assembled 
framework itself as the scaffold. After assembly and alignment of the 
completed frame the bottom hubs are securely nalled to the 
foundation posts. [ f ig  141. 

figure 14 view A-A 

plywood floor 3/4" mi" thickness 

2"x6" 2"x6" 

post 

The plywood sheathtng should be cut from 4' x 8'sheets in a 
pattern s~milar to that illustrated in figure 17. Refer to figure 15 for the 
exact sizes. 

The Assembly 

The struts have beencolor coded (you did.didn't you?) so that 
they are merely put in place from the bottom hubs up. No scaffolding 
is needed, because the dome can be assembled wlth the structure 
ltself used as the scaffold. Install the struts in a sequence w ~ t h  the 
bottom row and working upward in sort of a spiral direction Use the 
folded paper model (fig. 11) as your assembly guide. To make an easy 
jab of peg insertion dry them out thoroughly by suspending them over 
the coals of a w w d  fire or warm them at 200" F. in an oven for 8 
hours. This will shrink the pegs and allow them to be easily inserted. 
After they are in. moisture plckup from the air will cause the dowel to 
expand and lock lnto place. Don't plan on removing the pegs at some 
future date because it won't happen Have a picnic on top of the dome 
frame after drivtng the iast peg into place. This will be your structural 
test. Upon complet~ng the assembly you may notice some hubs appear 
twsted. This wdl be due to the dome not sitting level on the 
foundation or you may have put some struts in the wrong place Check 
this out. and if everyth~ng looks OK twist the hubs to their correct 
postion. This will level the dame To check for level. place a 4ft  
carpenter's level on a straight 2 x 4 or piece of evenly cut plywood and 
al!gn the level edge of the wood with the centres of any two hubs in 
the row immediately above the base hub row When certain that the 
frame is level,fasten it to the posts wtfh dowels or drive sp~kes 
through the platform. the base hubs and Into the pasts. Domes are 
llght and you don't want yours floating away same wlndy night. 

Sheathing (plywood or shiplap) 1s applled to the struts after the 
door and window are framed. Breather type building paper covers the 
sheathinq over which is applied the flnlsh material. Flashing is used . 
where requ~red The smoke plpe and totlet vent are installed and 
fiashed The sheathlnq should be at least 5/16-in or preferably 3/8-tn 
plywood. Flashing may be obtained by cutting up old auto bodles. 
gallon oil cans, or thin rust-proof metal. Galvanized iron or aluminum 
flashing may be purchased at any building supply store The wlndows 
are then ~nserted and puttied or caulked to keep out the weather 

Framing in the Door 

Part of the geometry is removed from the dome to facilitate 
placement of a door. The structural integrity is maintained by the 
method of framing the door. Columns are installed from the fiooi to 
the two topmost hubs. These columns take the load down to the floe. 
which in turn transmits the weight to the posts This framing allows 
the use of an ordinary rectangular door. An old recycled door couid be 
Cut to Size and installed in a frame that is also modlfled. 



Framing the Windows 

i .r -=;.-, de:all has been worked out that's been tested which 
- .-.-. * - . - . . .. . .  . rstn out. (fig. 18) 

- .. ... 
: .::.ral strength of thedome does not depend upon the 

. . . - . - > - . . . -,..... : =:,hing or any other skin material for structural support. 
- .  .*-+.. . .< .;. m a y  install glass anywhere you prefer. However, do  not 
. . - . . - . . .. . . s:;its, unless you are prepared to substttute proper 
- i s -  . ~ -,: s.;- as is done for the door openlng. The importance of 

.~ - . - .- - . . . . . , ... .etail while installing window glass cannot be  over^ 
. - . - - . . . . .. .,. r vlew of the lackof conventional overhanging eaves. 
..s 5;: -; :ompounds liberally. 

1 - 
wood molding 

The Sheathing Skin 

As shownearlier, each pentagon is dlvided into 5 identical 
triangles, whlch are subdivided in to4 triangles, two  of which are 
identical (fig. 19) Triangles a. b. and c represent the areas to be 

covered by the sheathung. The templates to be made are as follows 

Section illustrated 



One of the reasons that we chose the 1 6  foot dome wlth this 
breakdown (2 frequency dodecahedron) was because it could very 
efficiently utilize 4 by 8 foot sheets of plywood 11/2 lnch thfck or more) 
far the s k n  sheathing. A cutting plan l f ~ g  2 1  1 has been worked out. 
Just far fun cut a few triangles of different sizes out of your stock of 

p l ~ w o o d  to See how everything fits . you'll feel more confident. 
The alternation of A panels and B panels I f l g  2 1  1 is necessary for 

only seven 4-foot by 8 ~ f o o t  panels. This situation arises because 2 8  
0 's  and 68 A's  are required. The number of C's would be 2 5  or less. 
depending on how many windows are to be included. Along the 
found8tian. partial panels are necessary: 1 0  half B's and 8 half A's. 

Sheath the dome from the top down. This will allow you to  use 
the frame as scaffolding Sheath in a spiral pattern. The reason for this 
I S  t o  keep the plates as straight as possible. The plates (hubs) have a 
rendency to  twist when stood upon. so the sheathing eliminates this 
jroblem Malntain a constant surveillance to ensure that the hubs are 
-3t  twistlng. i f  a hub is twisted, it must be stiaighted or the covering 
-aterial wxll not fit properly. Cover the sheathnng with breather type 
=- !d ing paper, installing it wl th either staples or roofing nails Make 
:e?aln that no gaps are left and that the top sectlon laps (by at least 8 

1 panel 

2' 4' x 8' panels 1 panel 

f igure21 



- : . o .  t?e bottom sections. Avoid laps which end on seams in the 
- ~, - - -  . .,... " 

Cedar Shingle Skins 

5< - designs would hopefully be of materials that are close at 
-... .- = . : j or are inexpensive. at the same time being waterproof and 
. - . . . - -. . = =  . . .O the elements The framework is able t o  take the entire 
-.. - -  . . . .  sad. so the skin has only to keep out the undesirable elements. 

z.2 cedar shingles are a good solution: la1 they provide a certan 
-.-.a= .:, .. 3f ~nsuiation as a result of thew cell structure: ib l  they are 
- .;- - .. .- c -eiause of their resistance to  rot; Ic) they add strength to the 
$1 - . r :~ - e  and aren't too difficult to install if you follow directions 

S-7gles are sold in bundles.four bundles making a square A 
. . :..a.e covers approx~mately 100 sq. ft. Red cedarshlnglee come in 
:-.?? enqths (16 .  1 8  and 24  inches) and three qrades 11. 2 and 31. 

Fxposuie is the amount of shingle that is exposed to the weather 
-. s -?a  .,important to have the r~ght  exposure or you're chancing 
- 2 ~  -g  ~rob lems.  The amount of exposure required is determined by 
... - ;,,ten of a roof, the pltch being the slope of a given surface. .- I -- = es should never be less than three layers thick on a roof. and the 
-.::s.re should never exceed 113 the length of the sh~ngle (see table - .  . .-. . . . ecommended exposures). 

Shingle Exposure 
Length (in.) ( in /  

5 inches in 12 inchsr 16 5.0 
or steeper 18 5.5 

24 7.5 

greater than 3 inches 16 3.75 
in 12 inchsr and less I 8  4.25 
than 5inchesin 12inshss 24 5.75 

- 

lsrs than 3 inches cedar shinalas are 
in 7 2  lnchsr not recommended 
- 

vsnic., surface exposure should not be 
60 degrees grasferthan half the 

rhingla minus one-half 
inch!rinalesourrel. 

Sltngles provide a nice, warm watertight surface if you take the 
. -= -" . 3 . d  effort t o  use them correctly. Before use. keep them covered. 
. --. ' 

-. -side. They should never be laid when they are wet A table 
...- :. ; A  of exposure and coverage for the dome has been compiled so 

- - e :  . :g  can make the best use of a glven s~tuation The table is for use 
... :- r,e 16~ foo t  two-frequency dodecahedron only. The 16-in no. 3 
..---. 
;-- a~rng le  is the best shingle for covermg this dome in terms of 

. .>. :a #ell as in terms of covering a curved surface. The shorter ---.- - 
I .. eans that there wiil be smaller gaps under the butts of the 
-. -.-A 

: , as a result of the angles creaied on the curved surface. 

Surfacs Area Grade Length 
Scgmant  !R.:I 

a 285 no. 1 16 
18 
2 4  

no. 2 16 
18 
2 4  

no. 3 16 
28 
24 

Quantity 
Shingles 
b 4 " a r ~ r l  

table 4 

first 74  i p c r e s  '.r- 
the base to the ton c':-e 

doorway. as w a  be:t.r? 
the angle is 6C' c '  F'+z-+- 

74" lb) treat the -ex:  ' 5  
inches as r03 i  I.. 1- E 

C ~n 12 slope o ,  .iz:;- 

(c) treat the fallawrng 1 8  ~nches as roof with less than 5 in 12 i:::- 

Note: we suggest that 5d hot-dip galvanized nalls be used i 3 . y - e  

entire dome to  ensure adequate nail holding for the shtng.es 

Before starting shmgling, make sure that you've got brearhe  r.:; 
building paper over the plywood sheathing. The bottom shingle E .  5 .  

should be double (fig. 221. Shtnglefrom the bottom up . . !f,.:. -e 
unsure about the methods. ask any old-timer in the area, beca.3: 
they've likeiy covered many a roof in their time. It's helpful to .if z 
board tacked to  the surface as a straight-edge to  line up shlng es :. i 
chalked line could do the same thing 



If there is a flat grain in the shingle. it is advisable t o  place it so 
that the bark side (side nearest the bark1 is exposed. The shingles will 
then be less likely to become waterlogged or t o  turn up at the butt 
Only two nails should be used per shingle. 

only one course 
cannot be in line 

in successive courses 

I I 
4 1  :&- allow at least 1 /4' ior expansion 

figure 23 4 I ! 1 

These are nailed no more than 3/4 in. from the edges, and above 
the butt line of the next course l rowi they shouid be nailed no more 
than 2 in. 11 1/2 in.. preferably) and no less than 3 /4  in. i i i g  241 

1 - 1  figure 2 4  

Nails should be driven flush with the surface o i the  shingle but 
should not crush the woad (fig. 251. 

1 
this T 3  not this I figure 2 5  

A study done on oid shingled farm structures (in the central US. )  
found that: 
(a1 exposures greater than 5.5 inches contributed greatly t o  the 
number of leaks . . . so be conservative on your exposures. 
ib j  edge grain shingies significantly reduced the percentage of roofs 
wi th warped and loose shingles, 
ic)  more leaks occured with 1 6  inch shinoles as oooosed to  1 8  inch " , , 
shingles. 
(dl six inches t o  euh t  inches in width aooeared to  be the best as - . . 
shingles greater than eight Inches showed mare warpage. breakage. 
and a slight increase in leaks. 

Handsplit Cedar Shakes 

Handsplit shakes can be made as well as installed by you do-it- 
yourselfers. All that is needed is a saw to  cut the logs the proper 
length, a heavy steel blade called a 'frae' and a wooden mallet of some 
sort. 

Shakes are sreat looklnq and have the same saod qua l~ t~es  as . 
shingles: that being ta  keep the weather where it's supposed to  be. 
The o v e r l a ~ ~ i n g  technique of coverinq seems to  be the best way of . . - 
covering a curved surface such as the Personal Dame. Table 5 shows 
the most optimal usage possibilities for this sixteen foot diameter 
dome only. The 1 8  inch shake is the best of the commercial shakes for 
this dame because the shorter length will provide for smaller gaps at 
the butts on the curved surface. Commercial shakes come in three 
lengths: 1 8  inch. 2 4  inch and 3 2  inch. Table 6 indicates the correct 
exposures as recommended by the Red Cedar Shingle and Handsplit 
Shake Bureau. 

Surface Area Grade Length Expanure Coverage auantmj 
(in.) (n.'/sq.l shakes 

1.4u.re.1 

!a1 285 rn 18 7.5 80 3.6 
n 24 10.0 100 2 9  

!bi lcl 172 m 18 5.0 55 3.1 
n 24 7.0 70 2 5 

table 5 m -  18" handsplit and resawn 

Note: 6d nails should be adequate. " -  24" handsplit and resawn 

For rooh For walls Ba113-p1y 
Maximum Maximum Roof 
Exporure Exporvre /in1 

on1 lin.1 

18 inshakes 8.5 8.5 5.5 
24 inchshakes 1 0 0  11.5 7.5 
32 inchshakes 13.0 1 5 0  inn 

table 6 

Other possibilities for the skin are asphalt shingles. wire mesh a-c 
stucco or perhapsferro-cement. With the ferro-cement it might even 
be possible t o  omit the plywood sheathing. 

Ventilation 

Ventilation can very nicely be obtained by means other than 
installing opening windows. This is one advantage wl th  domes. In tha; 
one can regulate the flow of air t o  a fine tolerance. unlike conventions, 

dwellings. However. this is not a pure science, and one cannot prov~de 
a universal solution t o  ventilation problems. 

shlngled cupola 

t o  protect vents  fro^ 
weather construct 

h\ at least a 6" 

overhang. don: 
forget the fiasb -; 

around the 

C per~meter 
where the cuoc z 

/ p n s  the dome 

yair intake ld 

ingles 

vent ..- +i overhang 

figure 2 6  flashing sheathing 

You must provide for air entering the dwelling and for used air to 
leave the dwelling. We may be way off base on this concern. but it 
appears good theory t o  us. Cut 6 vent siots about 6 inches by 18 
inches in the floor. equally spaced around the perimeter. Make the slot 
openings adjustable by installing a sliding cover operating on a simple 
wooden track. These floor vents are for air intake. To provide for 
exhaust. or through ventilation.erect a cupola on top of the dome 



=ginning from the hubs surrounding the center pentagonal hub, Do 
-3t remove any struts or the dome will be substantially weakened. 
-stail 5 vents of equal area ta  those in  the floor. The top of the cupola 
-ay erther be shingled or domed with clear plastic or glass and used 
'2-penta-star gazing. Whatever you do. be liberal wi th the caulk~ng 
:ompound. The cupola SeNeS the purpose of shedding rain which 
- g h :  work under shingles which would normally lie almost parallel t o  
I - E  ground. thus inviting sister rain t o  enter Screen all vents. bath 
-take and exhaust. We hope that necessity will enable you t o  arrive at 

j n p i e r  solutions which we have not imagined. 

Heating and Insulation 

Any kind of wood burning stove is OK. You can insulate between 
1-e struts wi th fibreglass batting which comes equipped with 
z dminum foil ~ a s t e d  to  one side. Cut the insulation. which comes in 
24-:nch rolls, into triangles which are slightly larger than the dome :. aqgles. Then. when you push the cut insulation into the opening 
:*tween struts. (with the aluminum side towards the inside of the 
come] friction will hold the insulation in place. 

planks. burlap. used weathered planks. drift wood, woven reeds end 
bullrushes. Just keep the combustible areas away from the stove by a: 
least four feet. 
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When installing the chimney for the stove remember that the 

:-irnney pipe can get red hot. If you don't insulate the plpe from the 
:a-e structure you stand a good chance of having your hard-earned 
abars go up in smoke. Any hardware store should have the insulating 
:-:mble' and raaf~flashing which is required to  afford protection and 
2ssure a watertight seal around the pipe. 

To avoid downdrafts the chimney pipe should extend 3 feet above 
r-e -oof surface or structure within a horizontal distance of 1 Ofeet 
'.om the chimney. This means that you should make the chimney so 
:-a1 it extends 2 feet above the highest point of the dome. which 
-;iildes the cupola. should you have one. 
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Brown 
Listen you dame-heads and you shall hear 
how to support a three-quarter sphere 
wi th posts in the ground, and how to  be sure 
they meet the angles of a pentagonal floor 

Here's a system that's simple. but untque. 
that's bound to  Impress the smartest dome~freak. 
It eliminates problems with dlscannected decks 
by supporting the sphere direct at the vertex: 

It joins the floor to the shell wi th ease 
and supports them both at the five vertices 
which the lower pentagon-centers define 
where the sphere is cut off at the three-quarter line 

Your dome's radius is what's used to  start 
to determine exactly how far apart 
the five supporl posts will have to  be. 
and ;t's done by pretending it's one-frequency! 

'Cause the lcasa paints are always the same 
no matter what frequency breaks up the frame. 
in orher words domes of equal radii 
have pentagon centers that must coincide. 
na matter the class: It's one of the tricks 
used to figure out geodesics! 

So use the chord factor and this law to  discover 
the one-frequency side-iength: It 's rt-ally none o the~  
then the distance in straight-line separation 

between the pent centers (the post locat~ons'l 

Now the unique feature of thls design 
is: the posts meet the hubs at an incline. 
Of course they stand straight - Ilt's not that new fangled0 
It's just that their top ends are angled. 

This is so that there'll be a good fit 
on the points at which the dome must sit 
Examine your model and you'll soon see. 
the base hubs slanting a t  same degrees 

'Cause since it's three-quarter and not hemisphere 
no perpendicular hub meets here 
SO get out your tables and I'll give you the key' 
of course it involves trigonometry! 

But first. (and I 'm begging your pardon here) 
I must switch to prose, since it's getting quite clear 
that while it's not too hard just t a  show'em. 
It's mpossible t o  fit these formulas 
into a poem! 

Whew! 

I I 
Trigonometry of the Pentagon 

(or how to  figure out where to place 

to meet the lower pent 
vertices of a 3 /4  dome) 

D radlus of dome x 1.051 (the chord 
factor for a one frequency icoea) 

d = D / 2  

r=d/sin 36" h=r(cos 36") 
z~=r -h  

Note Diagram A. As explained 

posf -- A. above, distance D (between s u ~ ~ o r t  

posts1 can be determined using the radius of the dome and The one- 
frequency chard factor. "h" is a perpendicular from D to  the center 2' 
the floor, bisecting D into d + d Then a right triangle is farmed w r n  
"I", the radius of the pent-floor as the hypotenuse l ie.  the dfstance 
from the center support post t o  any outside one1 All the angles of t - r  
triangle are known since it is 1 /5  of a pentagon. For example, the 
angle at the center (a) must be half of one-fiflh of 360°, or 36' The 
other angle (b) must then be 54" since a + b + 90" - 180". ( i t  is asc  
possibie t o  determ~ne b usmg the formula for the sum of the angles i' 
a regular polygon ) With all this info, you are then in a post ion to d e ~  
termine r using the laws of trig: Just remember the maglc words - 
SOH CAH TOA. or 



Sine - Opposite over Hypotenuse 
Cosine -Adjacent over Hypotenuse 

Tanget - Opposite overAdjacent 
3 v c e  you've found r. you're well an your way to  discovering the 

B-a l e  '0'8 at whlch to  cut the post tops (diagram 6). 

1 true center 

easy access 
t o  firewood 

h .'-'.-A center 1 
posts angled support 

flour past 

B 

- 
ed wlth creosote t o    re vent rattlng I- 

-: golometry of the 3/4 Sphere and Support Pasts 
2 =rad~us of dome 
. -;he -. length of the side of a simple icosahedron of equal radlus 

dlvded by twtce the sine of 36' 
cos = R l r  

;= iiRi) 
s - 8' = A/r = the angle of the top of the suppon posts 

The hubsaf this dome are made from 2 ~ 7 / 8 "  OD. electrical con- 
:-,: plpe cut into 8 0  3"sections It was purchased at an electricians 
2 - 3  plumbers supply. The cost was $20 plus $10 to have the pipe cut 
:- 2 power hack-saw The buried edges were smoothed off an a small 
:--.ding wheel. t o  prevent cutting of the strapping. Plastic plumbing 
: oe was cansidered (polyvinyl-chloride) but it seemed too squashable 
\c:e t is important t o  subtract the hub diameter from the "ideal" 
I:W: engths (vertex t o  vertex) computed from the chord factors. t o  ar- 
- .ea t  the actual strut lenath. 

For securing struts to hubs we used 518'' crate banding of the 
:.se ~ s e d  by freight shippers (described in DomebookZl The two 
-e:essary tools were rented at $4.00 per day from a rental place They 
9 1: ~ ~ l ~ p l i e d  the metal strapping on a wheel. from which I paid only 

vertices lhubs) 
straps per hub 
straps at 
ft/ strap 
ft of strapping in dome 
at $ 0 4  per ft. 
worth of strapping 
for 5 days rental of tools 

total cast ot hub-to-strut 
strapping system 

Stainless steel strapping was not used due to  cost anc -:-- 
availabl~ty. so Rust-Oleum was sprayed over the metal st:=>: - 5 6  5 ; ' .  

it was in place. I have also seen plastic (nylon?) banding Lee3 - 

packing crates. but I don't know about its applicabiiity to ca-sr 
(stretch factors? costs?) It certainly wouldr i t  rust. 

Enough 112" diameter half-round steel rods were p 2 r 2 - ~ 3 + :  '-:- 
a machine shop to  piace a 3" section behind each strap w-8-s . I 1-i 

through the strut. The purpose of these is t o  prevent crus!. -; :::-+ 
wood fibres when the strapping is tightened, and to prere-r 2 ; ;  -; 
wlth t ime from the weight of the dome ~tself. The face of I-e - 5  - -  
round pin meets the strap surface. w h ~ l e  the round side f8:s : - e  7 -  +: 
hole wall. The halfround cost $1 5. 

W e  cut the pinsfrom 2 0  ft. rods with large bo1t~cdre.r 5 s .  -I ? 

very sharp pinched edge on both sides of evew pin. whcb  .::. -+: 
hours of grinding on an electrlc bench grinder t o  insure 2 -;.-:+: :' 
surface against which the strapping would bend at a smczr- ?:' 
angle 

The struts were made from ki ln~dr ied Canadtan sp,":? 2.L i 
lactually "dressed" to l l l Z " x 3 - 1 / 2 " 1 .  Green lumber s r:: - 5 . .  -: 
use due to shrinkage The 2x4's cost $108 

Three different strut sizes are needed for a 3-fiec ~EI :c . -  I 1 I L 
sphere calisfor 5 0  shortstruts. 70mediums. and 90 :c-r  :-+i -:-.? 

lengths were determined by mult~plying the chard facrc.5 c .  : -  -?: i 

of the dame lio thns case. 12 i t ) .  and subtracting the 1 3 - e : c .  I- ---  
hub. 

Lumber should be ordered and cut i n s u c h  a s l  ir z . 5 ~ - ;  

minimum waste. With t h ~ s  hub system. only axla1 a?g 5s - 2 : :  :.- -I 



I decided i t  was not necessary t o  either bevel rip the struts at the 
dihedral angles for receiving the plywood sk~n. or t o  round off the ends 
to  fit up against the hubs. (see dtagram E and the "over-engineered" 

D Beveled ~ 2 f r 5 " +  

E Unbevelled I 
3 /4  dame in Domebook2. p. 51.1 I used a radial arm saw and a jig. A 
pg was also made for the drill press t o  drill holes in the struts. The 
distance from the end was determined by how the strapping tools 
worked. I strongly advlse dome-buildzrs t o  make a life-size mock-up of 
the hub junction before proceeding to  tear into their actual building 
materials. Check measurements often while cutting. Remember that 
some struts have different angles at different ends. Don't compromise 
or approximate an &asurementsl Cut all struts of one size at one 
time. Stack and color-code them by spray-painting the ends. 
preferably the same colors as in your model Stack the struts flat and 
even ta  prevent warping. Protect them from exposure to rain and 
direct sunlight. 

For the skin. I used 1/2". "shop-grade" (cheap01 plywood 
triangles covered with canvas saturated with boat deck latex polymer. 
I figured the canvas would allow me to get by using the junkiest 
plywood available. which it did, but working with it was a drag 
because a lot of the ends were not square. and often the plvs had biq . 
gaps Also. after they were up same of the panels started to  peel and 
buckle before I had achance t o  protect them from rat", which made 
for a couple of extra days work. The plywood cost $220. 

I made scale templates of the triangular areas I needed to  cover (a 
three frequency geodesic is made up of two  different triangles) and 
also of the 4x8 ft, plywood sheets. Maneuvering these inle templates 
about. I came up with the arrangement below. which enabled me to  
cut three triangular panels' worth of skin (2 wholes and 2 halves) from 
each sheet of plywood. 

I made a iig on a barn floor. similar t o  the ones described in the 

" 
separately. 

gomebooks, and cut all the panels in one day with a skill saw. The 
-alfpieces were reserved far the bottom first course of the dome. 
ssvzng the whole ones for higher areas where more strength was 
>es~iable. I decided that no extra backing strut was needed where the 
-af~panels met. but joined them with corrugated joint fasteners. 

The first step in placing the support posts is t o  mark where the 

center of dome will be. I staked out the post holes distance r from the 
center wi th a string. and distance D from each other wi th another 
string. If you have some kind of protractor w i th  which you can take on. 
site readings, you can determine post-hole locations by angles 
(diagram C) or double check one measurement system against the 
other We dug the post holes oversize t o  allow shittlng for final check 
and placement. Measurements are made from center to center. The 
posts should be deep enough to reach below your frost patnt (ask the 
natives). and tall enough to  describe a level plane affer they are angle 
cut on top. Obviously. if you are building on a slope the posts will be 
varylng lengths 

I saturated the buried parts of my posrs wi th a n t l ~ o t  creosote and 
wrapped the bottoms in plastic b ~ g s  If you're not uslny concrete 
footings. jam large rocks in  between the posts and the hale wall I took 
the extra precaution of leavins the pasts sllqhtlv loose until the entire . . . . 
shell was up. just in case they needed some shifting. 

I cut the post tops with a chain saw at anglee. facing up and in 
towards where the center of the dome was to  be Remember that all 5 
pertmeter post tops must end exactly in the same plane (use a line 
levell The center post was cut later. at a helght determined by the 
floor beams. 

By now you have probably realized that. unlike most domes, this 
one was erected before the floor was constructed. I had 
several reasons for doing it this way First of all I was st111 toying with 
the ldea of using a suspended floor (supported by the shell. rather than 
the other way around). Secondly, as was just mentioned. I wanted to  
leave the dome as flexible as possible in  case some margin of error 
requlred it t o  be "pulled into shape". As it turned out. this was not 
necessary. 

But actually my ma," reason for not building the floor first was 
that I was anxious to  see the geodesic take shape! Everybody said 1 
was crazy but it worked out just fine by bullding the floor under the 
shell which it joined at the bottom horizontal struts. The first step in 
buildinq the shell was to  tie a hub onto a post wi th a heavv duty 2" - . . 
metal band of crate-strapping salvaged from a lumber company. The 
band goes through the hub and wraps down aver the tap of the post. It 
was too thick t o  drive nails through so holes were drilled t o  allow me 
to spike the whale assembly t o  the past. Far easier 
positioning of dome members. the hub was allowed its back and forth 
play until the whale structure was up. Then crose-straps were nailed in 
front and back of each support hub, fixing its pasftion 

To stan the dome, the bottom r m  of struts was set up around the 
5 posts (photo) Even at this early stage they began to assume their 
proper positions. When the first ring of struts was completed. I 
experienced that gratifying on-site confirmation that my  calculations 
Were Correct. 

Vailous shapes and sizes of strut sets were prefabbed on the 
ground and brought up to  the first perimeter t o  compose the first 
course of triangles. A t  first they had t o  be held up with ropes, but by 
the t lme w e  gat once around and completed a full circle of triangles, il 
was already a self-supporting bowl. 

Here's a simple but useful tool t o  help you construct the proper 
fz-ie angles. make one plywood triangular corner for each face angle ir 
the dome 13 for 3 frequencyl. Lable them by degrees or code, or better 
still. color the sides to  correspond to the color codes on the adjacent 
struts. Then when you want t o  put together struts. strap them loosely 
t o  the hub, close them down t o  meet the anqle-template, and tighten 
in place (see diagram FI. 

F 
I 
l 



It took four days to  complete the shell. Nothing was so sat~siy l rg 
as finding that last top strut fitting in sosnugly that it sat in its place 
even without straps! I had done it! No forcing of the dome into 
 contortion^ was necessary: not one strut had to  be altered! And rh;s 
by an absolute novice who hadn't previously built anything more 
ambitious than a tree-house! It was a thrilling experience stepplng 
back and beholdina that amazina wooden webbed s ~ h e r e  in the iores: .- 
To this day. I th in f ihe  dome never looked as beautiful as it did then, 
transmrent. like a bubble. wi th the sky and trees showins through its 

By the time the third course of trtangles was on my  dome, t was 
I -eady strong enough to act as its own scaffolding. allowrng us to 
: -3 on one level t o  build the next. After a couple of hours of building 
z - 3  .eierrng to the model one becomes quite familar wlth the 
y r3met ry  of the dame. and assembly goes even faster. The one or two 
- s:akes we made were easily spotted and corrected by breaking the 
51.30s with t in~snlps 

triangles and pents and hexagons. graceful yet rigid. modern yet 
cellularly natural. As I sat up on top and watched the sun go down 
over the trees I thought about how beaut~ful mathematics could be : 
also said a silent thanks to  Bucky Fuller. 

Being built-in under and after the dome itself, the floor was 
designed so that its top surface exactly met the plane defined by the 
lowest horizontal strut members of the 3/4 sphere. I used a 

pentagonalLiadial support system that tied into the same five pasts 
that held UD the dome. but the floor beams are s u ~ ~ o r t e d  about 15  
inches down the stdes o f the  posts ~ 8 t h  ]o!st hangers. rather thail 
restlnq on the tops This dtfference compensates for the vertical use . 
between the floor-plane at the lowest extent of the sphere and the f i e  
higher hubs on which the dome is supported The center post was car 
6 inches lower than the floar plane so that the 2x8's radiatmg from i: 
out t o  the perimeter could rest on i t  with a two  inch notch and come 
out level 

Fur rne on(jer spans un!weer> t?e o.ls,oe p ~ + s  2 r  10 s n e w  
.sell i n  s < r e J l r d  5 aryc l r  isngrs r. Inu f l ~ u  ~ ,ar ,e .  +.n .: ncrr : ? . .  

sub Jfguen vr r r  2 x 6  s 81 l a o  It inler\a s nro :lie I na ootter i r e  

p t . 1 . l ~ ~  31'" n ao!am Toe 2 x 6  -poles 1uwa.d~ 1.lr outsme o' .. e 
pattern were double-notched with the 2x10's and extended past t h e r  
to meet the dome line. 

A t  this point the 2 heavy 16x6) vertical suppon beams for the 
second floor were placed in hales in the ground and secured to  the 
floor system. These were salvaged from an old barn and were also 
creasoted and sealed in plastic bags to  prevent rot. 

Next. a large sheet of plastic vapor barr~er was laid over the whc e 
floor area. and then covered with the first layer of roughcut pine 



cca-ds iieaving open the space for the trap door). Over this first sub- 
;car was then placed a layer of double~faced aluminum reflective foil. 
.,: keep in radiant heat. Heat loss by conduction was min~mized by 
c-??ang a complete layer of one-inch deep. 2 ft. square air pockets 
h 17 a grid pattein of 1x1 wood strips nailed t o  the subfloor. Over this 
.VET: the next layer of one~inch pine boards. which at th is writlng 
se-ues as the first floor. Eventually this should be covered with a 
' r s n e d  floor for the following reasons. the pine is too soft and rough. 
:a:ching dirt in its grain as well as between the planks. Also i t  was 
-..- >.-lied green and is slowly reacting t o  differences in moisture and 

:e-perature cand~tions by warping and popplng some nails. The 
zcrantage of the pine was that it was local and cheap i5a  / bd. f t l .  

Here's an idea I got after i t  was too late t o d a  it on this dame: 
,, ,. ., .h a radial type floor. you can drop one of the tr~angular secttons a 
' 5 3 :  or so beiow the others and create a split level floor 

Galvanized plywood nails were used to  put up the triangles. I tried 
.- ... n .o easy an these. but wound up going over the whole dome agaln. 

:.xng in twice as many nails t o  get all the waves out of the plywood. 
3: I: throughly the first time. The galvanized nails cast $7.00. 

If you have followed me this far, you should have in your mind's 
e .  E a picture of a huge plywood bail. Various triangular holes indicate 
'.::e skyghts. windows. and a door. Nothing is in the seams, and the 
2 . .mod itself. being cheap shop-grade plyscore held together wi th 
-:--exterior glue. is tending to  bubble in places due to  exposure to the 
+ z-ents. In short, the appl~cation of the waterproofing system is the 
--I; step. Here then are the deta~ls of how to  cover a 2 4  tt. dome with 
:;--.,as. Theoretically, this system should eliminate any need for 
:r. k:ng in the seams This sounded too good to be true to  this 
:z.:aus dome-builder, hawever.sa I spent $10 and an extra twodays 
: -; up al! the seams with a black gook called Plastic Roof Cement 

rs:-a!t base) It looked quite waterproof, promised to remain elastic. 
=. . . . -,- . ~ v l d e d  a backxng where the canvas would have to span the 
~ - . ~  -. :.n a: the seams Wlth this precaution under a canvas boat-decking 
~ .. :. - i-. I had sarisfred myself that I had done everythtng possible t o  
:.',?-t ' the dreaded leak". It is quite possible that the canvas alone 
.A L. 3 -zve been sufficient, but it may also be a truism that you can't 
:. e-sea: a dome. 

Y e  canvas sealer I used is called Easy-Deck. made by Thorpe Co.. 
- 3 2  fx- .#a One coat goes over the plywood and two  or three over 
. . = . . . .. - . - Since 11 is fast d ly~ng,  the instructions reco~nmend working 
.. .- . 3 . w  not greater than 3 ft. x 3 ft. at a time. 

The canvas sheets I worked with were much bigger in area t h a ~  
that (roughly 5x10). and since I wasstarring from a near vertcai 
surface. I had to devise a way to  hold up thesheets while applying t-e 
glue. I did this by stapling them in place along the top edge and 1eit:-: 
them hang free while I went under and smeared glue on the plywooc 
Then the cloth was pulled taut across the glued surface and spread 
down tight with a yard-stick Knowing that i t  "light take a few tries tc 
get the flat canvas down on a curved surface without any creases. 1 

started on the back side of the dome. One soon learns t o  stretch 
around and away fram crease points. A stapie gun comes in handy 

Working from the bottom up. a water-shed system was created b. 
maklng 2 lnch overlaps at the seams Window frames and skyites 
were leak proofed by putting the cloth sheets over them and then 
cuttlng out holes from the centers, bringing the excess around the 
frames and inside as one continuous sktn It toak 6 five gallon pails of 
Easy~Deck and 2 weeks' work t o  cover the dome, The canvas and 
Easy-deck for 1350  sq. ft. cost $120 and $180 respectively. 

Exactly two  triangle courses up from the floor of a 3 frequency 3 L 

sphere (vertex zenith. icosa alternate) geodesic are located the 
bottoms of the ftve m a r  pentagons around the sldes of the dome It 
was here that 1 declded to  tle in the 4 horizontal 2x1 0 ' s  from the twc  
large barn beams I had erected in the center of the dome to  suppan 
the second floor. On the wall side they were simply set tnto the 
venices. At  the posts they were double lag-screwed through the side 
The rest was a repeat of the first floor procedures a breakdown of the 
area wi th 2x8 headers. and then finally 2x6's at 2 foot intervals. The 
second floor is shaped llke a ple slice wlth the "point"jut1ing out Into 
the center of the dome. St111 another overhpp ing slice will eventual'i 
create a third level, 

Four high triangular glass windows were installed at the bottom 
of four sun~fac~ng pents. Another was put in point-down at floor ieve 
It makes a beautiful picture window to  watch the seasons grow by 

These glass triangles were custom cut against a plywood template 
which I toak into a local window works: 3 /16  in. thick. $10  each. The 
same glass man insisted that I use 114 in. piate glass for the five m w  
triangle skylights. These are in the down polnting tips of the triangles 
just below the zenith pent and must take a near vertical snow load i 
saved $25 by buylng the remarns of a broken glass door (supermarket 
variety) and doing the cutting myself. After a little practice. I got four 
whole triangles and one busted one, whlch I repared with epoxy The 
window frames are made fram 2x4's. The glass is glued with epoxy 

I 



-.- .." . = -c<es cut in the 2x4 frames. Lips made from 2x6's are framed 
... .- .. . E hlndow openings, and the skylight frames fit over the lips like 

:.:z =s -?sttng on a rubber strlp seat They can be propped open or 
. . ez  entirely Next spring, we will have to screen underneath them 

'1- .<-I aran w~thout  rnosqultoes Would like to hear ideas far 
- . - > - . . - arns to open them from the lnslde. Same problem with our 

someone to  go out. shut the door behind them. and get buried ir : ? e  
resulting avalanche! 

Insulating the dome was the dragglest part of the whole 0rcje.r 
would suggest t o  anyone working wlth fiberglass to use a cheap 
breathing mask Also long sleeves if your skin is senslave. Fo~lfaze; 
15 in. wide. 4 in. thlck roll lnsulat8on was used here. Three 

?-i- - -SO? at the top for ventilation without leaks, and are propped 
= h :-sticks. When needed, more ventilataan can be had through 
. . ..-- .. . ;. door, whlch also allows us to get firewood stored under the 
2 : - e  ?.:lout hav~ng to wade throughsnow. 

t ic-ple of skylights cracked after they were put in. A t  first I 
... . . .I-:  :was from expansion-contraction of the dome members. but 
.... ' 3 ~ 7 d  that they were loose fitting all the t ime The reason the 
. = z =  -. . ... . cke was because it was framed in green wood. which then 
. . . - . . - . .. . . .30 much pressure when it began drying out. 

;.e yeat wi th an Ashly automatic which is more than adequate. 
.'. P : - 3  - i i v  had the heater located in the center of the floor, but the 

: - - :  . - -  . : . e  s ,:r 6 1103WS Toe,e a.a sa r a y t u  srlla, uanu tvues V\c 
. - .  
; . . . :-e': ' ~ u e ' o e l r a l q e % I o f t  r h r a r a  a o v w  nn l6s  Tnc, 

gun-tacked in. I used only one aluminum extension ladder. but 1 n c. : 
have been a lot safer and faster w l lh  same kind of scaffolding 

The snow flew and money ran out before we could do in te i~o-  
walls so right now we are living in what seems like a cross betwee- a 
space capsule and a silver womb From the outside, because of :re 
window placement. our hame looks like a giant jack~o~lantern.  
especially at night. with candlelight shining through 

More thoughts: old church pew cush~ons go well around the 
inslde uerimetei . . . have been told that sawdust piled up arou-c 

I vpprvpr J l r l y  cdt 1 e . t -  Mere b l n ~  egl loqalner ar  r ~ e  I cc r  I -  1. 5 % :  : 

p r ~ f l l o  11 arq.. ar  olanKc?I *h cn was t,cn .,rrlco .u 111, : .: i . . - 

the posts will gwe added protectton against frost heave tota 
costs so far (no second level) $1 150  We used some recycled lu-nca. . , 

-++. 1 -;stove pipe was so long that it was distilling turpentine and I in the floor . unlevel doors are dangerous an the backswlng I' -:- 
..-:-<-;~~-what ail over the dome. The orisinal intention was to  run countersprung . . W e  would like t o  know if anyone around t s  5 

I 
. . . . . . - . . . - . - 5  :.wight up out the top. but a few talks wi th some veterans corner of New Hampshire would like us to build them a dome ' i l e  r .?  

~ - .  ~. . 
: . = . .  e search for cheap water shedding caps led t o  my punching near Keene. N H I  
. .. . . . ; ..:!he slde about 1 0  feet abovefloor ievel. The Ashly is now on I Hope i have been of some help 
... . -. . , : _= 3 ~ t  this still gives plenty of inside heat. I have since been told 
.-.. .. 
: ,.crimg the pipes to  run female to male would solve the leaking 

- . - .. . - . .. 31 dropping all liquids back down to  the fire-box for more 
-. . . . =.E turning and/or evaporation. Next spring! 

- $ - e  s something neat about domes in snow country: they build 
cz r : - c , l d  themselves! Every once in a while we hear a beautiful 
r r, ::i- :lump! when some snow slides off. We're waitlng for 

Llke a brother. 

Lonny J. Brown 
Yellow House 
Hidden Sprjngs Community Land Trust 
South Acworth. New Hampshire 03607 



I am happy to tell you about our dome. how we declded on it. 
designed it and built it. It is built in the rainy coastal mountains of 
Oregon where temperatures are mild and insulation issamewhat 
Optional - or so we thought, but as you'll see. we thought wrong. We 
were two  constructionai illiterates when we began but we've learned a 
lot. Which I wiil try to  pass on t o  you in intelligible form. 

Our dome is a 2V triacon 3/4 sphere. about 22' in diameter. 8 'on  
each triangle side. Including the mezransne we have about 500 square 
feet of floor. This structure was chosen for personal laesthetic and 
practical] reasons and I don't think r ' s  necessarily the best geometry 
for everyone. For instance. it's wasteful of plywood skin material (but 
of course we have plans for the scraps) or would require large joins 
across each face and more framing. It was not the most economical 
way to  build. but even so it has cost only about $1 300. exclus~ve of 
the very large and therefore very expensive wlndows. 

Our "foundation" is of pilings set in deep (hand dug1 holes and 
surrounded wlth gravel. Concrete impresses people more. and in mar,, 
places a continuous concrete footing is required by law. but we're 
convinced gravel is fine (See Rex Reed's Your Engineered House for a 
good discussion of the good points of gravel. That's what convfnced 
us.) 

OUT windows are not symmetrical. They constst of a huge 
hexagonal window on the east 11/6 of the whole skin), a large 
diamond window on the northwest, a small diamond window cn the 
west and a large fan-shaped window an the north. The doors are an 
the south. There are also a dormer window and a 4/5 circle "skylight" 
wlndow. 
A. Skylight B. Dormer Window C. The morning window D. The 
evening window E. The west wlndow F. The fan window 
G. The door. 



$5 Y O U  can see there are additional struts inserted along the 
-.. : . ..zes of the triangles in the big windows. We  found to  our delight 
.-.. .- :. . e extra struts in the morning window outltne a face of the 
.. . - . - a !cosahedron. The morning window gets us up in the moinbng 
... - . . : 23 serves to light the whole place most of the t ime as it faces the - .... . -.. an in which the sky is most open (fewest trees). 

'.ether of us was ever in a dame until we began work on ours. We 
: = .e$ with a D - S t  model and then built a ''final'' model of scale 

. .:rnber. We worked out the wlndaw placement an the model 
.-- .- : . . e; began to cut out the real pieces. We  precut all struts and skin 
: i:zi :;awn and assembled them in the woods. taking only 8 fairly 
... -.. ca)s 12 of us)  for the dome proper !the foundation and deck were 
. : ;I-! n place). We assembled the dome frame loose on the deck .--. : . :e: aoited i t  down at premeasured locations For work on the 

. e - .  :;p we rented a scaffoid 
;;e used steel pipe hubs and stainless steel strap. as described in 

: : T E ? D O ~ ~ .  We also used their chord factors (after checking them 
: . - j z  .E51 Domebook2 is good for a) pictures of many nice domes 
--. - 
; - 3 h ~ r d  factor tables and accompanying diagrams But a lot of 
... = .- ,racrcal advtce is less than practical. For ~nstance: it is not 
...-. ... s a y  ro be finicky aboui how far the strap hoies are from the ends 

I' : - e  srrurs. and they need not. in fact. should not. be drilled parallel 
.. ..- .. . ; angied ends. but should be straight adross the strut. That way. 
..- - = - exerted by the strap is directly along the strut instead of at an 
i-; e :a it It matters a whole lot that the steel hubs should be 2 1/2" 
3 2 ,  3" OD1 for use with 2 x 4 struts. SO that six of them wil l  just 
EL:.: exactly fit around the hub. Larger hubs will allow the struts t o  
i : - e .  around until the skin is an. I don't recall that Domebook 
-. -. . aned this point at ali. It is also not necessary t o  be too finicky 
EZ:U: exact angles on the ends of the struts. On the other hand it is 
-~ :essav to be finicky about the lengths of the struts - outside length 
erze:ally. i realize these comments wouidn'd make much sense to  
s:-eo,e who hasn't read Domebook, but I assume anyone seriously -... .; ested in building a dome w,// read Domebook. 

3 u i  dame is a two story structure. in which the upper story is 
--:?smaller than the lower story and is entirely surrounded by the 
c:-e whlch rests independently on the lower story. We arranged the 

rectangular array of pilings in such a way that every hub and pseudo- 
hub is located directly aver a piling or near a piling and directly over a 
joist. !A "pseudo-hub is a flat footing at the point where the half 
struts around the bottom of the dame meet the deck.) Since the d E  
and the dome structure are completely separate, there's no reason r l e  
mezzanine frame couldn't pass rlght through the dome frame The 
frame is of 2 x 4's and 2 x 3's and the skln is 1 /2" exterlor grade A C  
plywood. The C side is exposed inside (the knot holes make nice 
patterns - and so do the struts. which are stained dark brown). 

Some people apparently think it's esthetically 'wrong' to mlx 
domes wi th  rectangular structure. We  don't feel that way (although 
there are some awful examples in brochures of prefab dome makers 
who propose to  squash a suburban rancho into a dome). Besides there 
are practical reasons for our choice. We tried at every step ta make 
things as easy and foolproof as possible We'd rather spend a I l t te  
more money or work a little harder or longer. rather than attempt 
something tricky or something that wauld require cabinet-maker's 
skills. 

I can't overemphas~ze the importance of a scale model. Ours w a s  
buiit to a scale of 1/16" per inch or 3 / 4  per foot. which is very 
convenient because inches count in dames. as you know. and thts w a s  
you can read scale inches right af f the ruler. It was the scale model 
which really sold us on the dome and on the particular geometry we 
chose. Those big. beautiful. gem-like facets! That lifting-off-into~spa:e 
look! And it was easy to work out placement of the windows and 
orientation. Eventualiy our model came to  have furniture. and 
inhabitants all to scale. Right now. I 'm taking thedear aid model apar 
(we really don't need it, now we've gat a real one1 and preparing to  
reassemble it into a model of our next project 

One of the greatest moments in my life was when I looked a t  mi 
pile of handmade struts and they iooked exactly like the ones I had c.: 
for the model. That was when I knew it would work. 

A5 1 have said. we tailored our design to  our limitations. 
Evewth~ng had to  be assembled by two  inexperienced people. wit-o.: 
power tools, as quickly as possible. It also had t o  be completely 
enclosed when the first layer of skin was up although we planned :c 
add nsulatlon and shingles later. And because we liked the look of :-E 








































































































